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WE  EKLYHKENTUCKY NEW ERA.
 
HOPKINSVIL4, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
 FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6,1889.
$1.00 A YEAR.
VOLUME XX. NO. 11.
emelt\
The Gates of Wonderland Thrown Wide Apart.
THE 1 OWERING MASTODON OF TEN FED SHOW
S.
RedgnIng by right of Eminew-e, by right of Merit, by right of 
Superiority nnd by Popular
WM the Exalted Rulers of II, A Ili taat.111011t Realm.
4 Sells Brothers
Famous Roman Hippodrome,
3.4ELIMIrGir CIIRCILTEN-3
Elevated Stage and 5 Continent Menagerie in Mighty Union 
with
S. H. BARRETT'S
MONSTER WORLD'S FAIR.
Will Exhibit at HOPKINSVILLE
7.7reca.n.esd.azr, September letla.
The Two Leading Shows of the Nation now
traveling and exhibiting 1111 one.
2 Big Menacrertes. 2 Big Elevated Stages
2 Big hippodrome.. 2 Big Circuses.
2 Big 54 u,eune:. 2 itie, earaute.
2 B 11vi:r; &in put% 2
Th a y how n .titteri it having auythlaug
iwys I • olrer. :e •• 41. vosti,
loprovoil, 111,111y 11•111111 (011 1611(11 alscalately.
oder' ably awl indisputably III.' I 111 ar-
il Oil 0.51111 of the country. No long haired
,a,1 I widy.-ker* chasing loxy filthy In tans
ar.oand the rung and miled the Wild We• ie.
te•rvo-sIdiek hog &within"( nails Olt/4011g limier
oair cativo-. n e'en D. well c incted, bright.
new and popular exhibItioai of itte splendors
of toe Orient moil the wonders of t lie Ck.P.,
u. 4 s.i.^A°..0 'PIP; „s
A FLOCK 01' OoTR1CHES. _it2i
-A lt EN UIN es._ , 
,
cteela p Erik; Lott Film Corea
A Pier of Mile Kumasi' C the. I y. 
old, 24
itichca high and weighing but tat pomade.
Pair Full 1, Y0Wt1 (1111111 1..5ing hippo', tit-
ill WWI, UM( lilt vr gol tied for tklis 1-10 a herslame and for Ulle.
Endue:It. t'oatly and Unparelleled Menagerie.
The tlreatyott Illppodnyate ever Canopied undercanvas.
The standard circus exhibition of the universe.
Mo t Comprehensive Ornithological CollectionTraveling.
ogi.tr VOIR
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411IL.
:..411127irs:0111,‘404ksl.i.
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Only Aquarium of Monster Marine Marvels inAmerica.
The home of merit. The bin hplace of novelty.
A Circus as pure in its character as the home
circle. Chaste. Elegant and Refined.
A niost remarkable display of Japanese, Ara-
bian and other foreign Acrobats and
Alb!. tes In a series of wonder-
fully thrilling acts andfeats.
Forty horses reined and driven by one man.
50 Homo Hippodrome Eiders 50
300 Phenominal Performers.
The calildren's dream of fairyland sumptuously
exemplified.
Most wonderful exhibition of trained /1111mah.
ever ae..11.
The Whole Mammoth Show Presented at Once
Circus. Rippotirornc. Menagerie. Museum. Aviary. Aquarium. Arabian 
Caravan. Japanese
nay Village, Pageants and a world of startling 
novelties and thrilling features.
Is.e Fla, at Street F'ar acle Meram /Ire= /za. ee..rea. e
x Ica..
Two performances daily at 2 and p m. Doors open one hour previous.
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Adminiot ti all nly 50 CIL Ctildren under Dille years 25 CIL
Also exhibits in Bowling Green Sept. 17th. Henderson Sep
t. 19th.
Princeton Sept. 3Xh. Paducah Sept. 21st.
Excelsior Planingliills
A N
Wagon Factory.
Bill es Phaetons andStrrey.
We wish to call attention to our immense stock of Ruggles. Phaetons and 
Surreys. W
have all the latest styles at pricer% tower than ever offered before. We lutelid *ell them
at suers low prices that everybody can afford to ride in a buggy.
ROAD CARTS.
We have the latevt styles In Mad Carta. For comfort and easy riding they
 have no
equal. Re sure and call and see our Carts iefore you buy.
SURREYS.
Ws call special attention to our new Surrey. it is the handsomest S
urrey on th
market
HARNESS.
Our stock of fine Buggy Harness IF complete. We can pl
ease •nybody and we intend
eit. If y ou w Ant to say e twenty-nye per cent. call R1111 *re our stock
lulu; Mowers and Threshers.
W ehave a full line of the Deering Binder* awl Mowers. The Deering is the stro
ngest
bort binder. It has the si tiniest and only owees*fol k tiotter, aud Is the lightest draft
 Id nd-
eriu teltwor Id.
MOWERS.
Our new Deering Mower ham higher driving wheels, 74 inch sectlo.is. Consequen
tly we
evn guarantae them to run lighter than any other mow
er on the market.
THRESHERS AND ENGINES.
We handle t he eelebrsted Advance Thresher and Engine. They havc equal. Be 
surf-
and call on us if you wish to buy. MOST RESPE
CTFULLY.
FORBES & BRO.
.1. E. Cooekit. POLK CANS
LICH
Cooper& Cansier,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
HOPKINSVILLE, ---- 
KENTUCK Y
4you oillEygEt,211 gong
Kraver de Harris,
HOPKINSITILLE, - 
KENTUCKY
4 Telt Old
WHISKY
$2.00
PER GAL.
The hallowing brands kept: Davlees County and
E. W. Worshani'm Peeriems; H III & Winstead's
Velvet; R.thertNon County Corn Whisky; A ndermon
County Whisky; Whits corn Whisky; filch dentin
Pinar Rash Uulon County Whisky and Tennessee
WhIgkiem.
-Eight different kin& of Wines.-
Speteiseltiee.
BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN.
Prices From $1.50 to
$4 Per Callon,
With Jugs
Free.
N. W-Enelose Postal, Money Order or Cash
with your order.
,•ollytytate 61,161114 ,•r ,•1611 
yp..n.I only a yrar or 1.0 in cohere and yet wish a useful •
easier Mb.. reasonable soot attosiel go to the old 13Ine. Ornaa Collage at o....oret....s. gr.
Anyhow aped for eatalocre before you decide.
Addreos the Prooldoot. R. 31 DUDLICY, D. . CEORCETOWN, KY.
. Ae
Common Sense
In the treatment of alight ailments
would save a vast amount of sickness
and misery. One of Ayer's Pills, taken
after dinner, will assist Digestion ; taken
at night, will relieve Constipation ;
taken at any time, will correct irregu-
larities of the Stomach and Bowels,
stimulate the Liver, and cure Sick
Headache. Ayer's Pills, as all know
who use them, are a mild cathartic,
pleasant to take, and always prompt
and satisfactory in their results. -
"I can recommend Ayer's Pills above
all others, Laving long proved their
value as a
Cathartic
for myself and family." - J. T. Helm,
Leithsville, Pa.
"Ayer's Pills have been in nse in jmy
family upwards of twenty years, tied
have completely verified all Matt is
claimed for thetn."-Thomas F. Adams,
San Diego, Texas.
"I have used Ayer's Pills in my fami-
ly for seven or eight years. Whenever
I have an attack of headache, to which I
am very subject, I take a dose of Ayer's
Pills and am always promptly relieved.
I find them equally beneficial in colds ,
and, in my family, they are used for
bilious complaints and other disturb-
ances with such good effect that we rare-
ly, if ever, have to call a physician." -
rt. Voullieme. Hotel Voulhetutti, Sara-
toga Springs, N. Y. •
Ayer's Pills,
PRIPARID ST
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sokl by all Dealers in Medicines
nprecedented Attraction!
ER M II.1.1i IN lilsTRIBUTED.
.
•S•L•
Loomana State Lottery Comp y.
neorporated by the I.egisluture 1/.1. for
Edueat I and Charitable purisases. end its
franchise Houle it pity! pre.elit State
Constitution, in 1879, by an overwlatInting
isypular %Ott..
1111 M MS1111111 DRA WIN41s1 take placedeile and I weenils-r, and
:ts NO sINI:1.1-1 NUMBEI: DRAW-(NOS take pine.. id each of theother ten
months of the y-enr. anal era. alldraWn
•yobile, at the Atoolemy of MOmic,NOW or-
le111111,
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drau lugs, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes
Attested as followa:
"Wt. do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangement• for all the 'monthly and gentl-
A I /rowing. of The IA/1'1.111TM t011tIelA/1-
tcry Company. and in person 10111i/lICV and
emitrol the Drawings themselves. and that
tlw atone are conducted with honesty, fair-
ness, and in good fail t.,ward sill parties. 111111
we authorize the t•ompany to us, t his -curt ifl-
Otte, a itli fee-similes of our signatures id-
hulked In Its advertisements."
111111110XiMer
Commissioner&
We the undersigned Banks and Rankers
will pay all Prizes drawn in The litullmtrim
State Lotteries which may be presented at
our counters.
R. N. WALIIINLEY, Pres. Louisiana Nat. Bk.
PIERRE LAN A I" ft. Pres. State Saul Bk.
A. BALDWIN. Pres. New Orleans Nat'l Bk.
CARL KtiHN, Pres. U111011 NNI10111t1
Grand Monthly Drawing,
At the Academy of Music. New Orleans,
Tuesday Sep. loth. le4/9,
CAPITAL PRIZE, $300,000.
100.01_1111'4.k et s at V3); littiveto $10; 1.1inkrterx 14;
Tenths r2; Twentieths II.
LIIIT Or YEIZES.
I PRIZE OF P110.000 is a t100.000
I •• of 10111,00ti .
1 " of 50,1111) 1111.001.1
I " of 25,01.19 is  •,45,111111.1
2 PRIZES of 10,ullti are  2O,001.1
5 " of 5010 are 25,1101)
" of 1,0111 are. 1.:5,01:111
IOU " of 5U0 are  50.0110
2110 " of 3110 are. - MAO
5tif " of :MO are 100,000
APPROXIMATION PItIZF.S.
IGO Prizes of LaID are  000
100 " of Ad are .
lee " of ISO are   .V000
TERMINAL PRIERS.
11110.Prizes of illen are . ....... 4910.1S10
ffal " of 100 are  . ae.911/0
3,134 Prizes amounting to $1,054"
Nor It-Tickets drawing Capital PrIzea are
not entitled to Terminal Prizes.
AGENTS WANTED.
go- FOY CLUB RATES', or any further in-
formation desired. write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
State, County, Street and Number. More
rapid return mall delivery will be assured by
your enclosing an Envelope bearing your full
takiress.
IMPORTANT
Address M. A.
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Washington, D.C.
Ily ordinory letter. contahling Money Order
Issued lay all Express Companies. New York
Exchange, Draft or Postal Note.
A DDREM4 REGISTERED LETTERS L.ONTA IN-
!NO CURRICISUI. To
NEW ORLEANsi NATIoNAL BANK,New 1)rlettna, I.a.
" REM EM BR. that the payment of Prises
Is Ill' Ali.‘NTEF:11 BY F1)elt N A•ri( INA!.
BANK/441r N1. %V 1 Irleuns, nod lieTlek i•ta nre
signed by the President of an Institution.
whose chartered rights are recognized in the
highest courts: therefore, bewareof all litilta•
t ions or loamy ..... tis schemes."
ONE DOLLAR Is the price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Ticket ISSUED BY Cs
In any Drawing. Ant thing In our name of-(erred for less than a Dollar Ise swindle.
"rinolin him,"
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
A pure extract from the yellow pine of the
Mouth. Cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia.
T410thache, Earache, Spriti ns, Swelli lig. Ring-
worms, Frostbite...Skin Erupt 1111116, all Thnott
81111 1•hest A fieetion., ete , and it great relief
bry consumptives. I f 101,141 stecorditig to direc-
tions and fails to give satisfaction after a suf-
ficient test is mado, we guarantee I/11 refund
the money. Price :10 tuts. For side by
Wyly & Burnett. J. E. Gaither, 11. B. Oarner,
Buckner Leavell and R. E. Christian, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
At wholesale by Berry, Demoville & Co..
Naahville, Tenn.
Manufaetured only by
Fernolire Chemical C.,
New York and
Charleston, S. C.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TCU:t,
PALACir STEAME pis. Look Herts.
foto Tr:p• per Week Th•ore .rn
DETROIT, MACKi \AO ISLAND141.)• *In M• 11116.6 Loa*
'toren 11.:11s.
livery Wee-ii-i.jy Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELANT)
SpOe•i Sualay 1,10 olanong Jan, Jaly,
 .1aayst 551 sr ,
Doubl- Daily Line B...‘11#n
CHICAGO AND 
ST. JOSEPH
. MiCI.
_
OUR ILLUSTRATIE0 
Pat.4•14Lr'fq
Rates •nd rt.furin :n 'nears w
ill f.I onsa
by yont Ttok• /15-1.1. or a d •-.
C. B. WHITCOME. G. P. 
Otylt.• •
.
SAYRE FEMALE EtTILF.f
A select boarding and day school fur young ladielL
IlleOrpurated In 1/1:54. Yor twenty years under tato
charge uf tbe present Principal. Kindergarten,
Primary. Academic and Collegiate Ifepartmenta.
Art, Music, Modern Languages, •nd full (Ullegi-
ate Course. roefore *Totem or Illeallkolt owl
Large grounds and building& With
superior apparatus for claws instruction. Number
of boarders limited Lo thirty-six. Fur catalogue
apply tu M. M. MeCILAILLAN. Prineapnl.
We wish a fe
1
S1 -ale mei octal' Oleic. 1h it:.•; el•Itileie r
,...,,, -, ,,,,,, , ,..." . - WAGES„„„„„,,,, lei •• 11, onr II, P. EliCluille
 SW
men t" sell Ott
IF01,141. by dant
$3 s 00I I •
Crnt•nn,*1 Anuf:,!_tot.eq: C , R DAy.
DEMME
e...oto.• 1;
. • - ••
p.17...1,
• ; I I
aro erten 1_ • :
C.11‘114$1 Llyt 2; 51411..ureau
THAT CONVENTION.
The People Favor Nrw Constitution
by a Large Majority.
Mayor ..racob's Illness-An Innen-tent
Invention-The Money Devil Tow-
er-Congrat u lat ions are not
in Order.
Special correspondence of the New Eni.
LorisvieeE, Aug. 31.-The propo-
sition to hold a constitutional con-
vention has carried again by a popu-
lar majority of about 30,000, and the
general idea seems to be that the new
legislature will be compelled to adopt
a resolution providing for the holding
of the convention anti for the selec-
tion of delegates to it. Good lawyers,
and among them several members of
the legislature, are of the opiuton
that the law iu the care is mandatory
aud that the legislature cannot refuse
to pass the enactments necessary to
call the convention together. But it
is quite as well understood at Frank-
fort that Judge William Lindsay,
who will be the most interesting fig-
ure in the new senate, is going to de-
feat the measure if possible and that
he will oppose the paiotage of the re-
quisite acts and fight it in the courts,
also. While there is no doubt of
Judge Lindsay's ability, ordinarily
there would be no fear felt of the re-
sult of a contest in which he might
array himself against the whole state;
but there seems to be good groutuls
for the euspicion that many members
of the legislature will have good rea-
son to oppose a new eonstitution, and
if there are enough of these to u mite
w.th Judge Lietleay the ntea.ure may
be %reeked. Fraukfort and Frank-
lin coninty are unanimously epposed
to the eonventiou because they fear a
removal of the seat of government.
f he outside forces that are said to be
orking against it include the repre-
sentativee from unprogreseive die-
triets that are naturally againet ally-
thing new that costs anything; selfish
and corrupt members who find em-
ployment In itecuring private and
'peek! legislation and who do riot
want to poet, the power of epeeist It.g-
islatIon taken away ; whisky men-
not all of them-who appear to be
afraid that a prohibition clatter would
slip into a new constituti in, and, fi-
nally, it is said that the influence of
the Frankfort Lottery will be ex* r-
cised against it, lest some of its privi-
leges should be lost under a new in-
etrument. These forces combined
can be wrought kite a compact and-
strong opposition. The weakness of
the combination lies in this, that
there is but one party of tile group
which has any good reason for its
fears. The charter peddlers and boo-
dlers know that if a new constitution
is adopted epeeist legislation will
erase and their occupation will be
gone, but in all the other cases it is
purely imagination at work. And
when Frankfort's champion, Judge
Lindsay, steps to the front to impede
the state's progress in order that
Frankfort may not lose the capital,
look out for Frankfort losing every-
thing.
The condition of Mayor Jacob is
puzzling the town greatly. For about
six weeks he has not been able to at-
tend to any public business and dur-
ing that time he has been so closely
guarded by a few diecreet friends that
nobody has been able to convey to
the outside world any authoritative
statement of his illness or his con-
dition. Heavy contracts are pending
and there is much at stake which
would make the beneficiaries unde-
sirous of seeing any change in the
management of affairs. In the mean-
time rumor has been rife and all
sorts of stories are in circulation.
The most persietent is that Mr. Jacob
is @Werke; from partial paralysis and
will be unable to resume his duties
for months, if he ever resumes them
again. It is certain that he is unable
to move himself and during his ill-
ness and absence at the White Sul-
phur Springs he has been attended by
William Ward, the colored janitor of
the City Hall, who has long held ap-
pointment under the mayor and is
devoted to his fortunes and welfare.
Even the newspapers, as wide awake
as they are, have beeu unable to pen-
etrate the veil of myittery that sur-
rounds Mr. Jacob's conditien, and
they have forborne to publish mere
rumors. Notwithstanding tile polit-
ical bitterness of which Mr. Jacob
has frequently been the central fig-
ure, lie has innumerable friends and
enjoys the personal confidence of the
whole city. There is much uneaiti-
nom felt as to the validity of what
has been done during his illness and
if he does not recover politics will
have a new sensation, since the coun-
cil will have the power to elect a suc-
cessor, but the amount of curiosity
that exists as to the feetteis very
great. Mr. Jacob's inieeirtunes have
excited much sympathy.
•••
Machinery is doing nearly every-
thing nowadays and in fifty years,
perhaps, all that a man will have to
do is to touch an electric button when
he gets up in the morning and then
sit down and watch the a heels go
round while he enjoys himself. An
automatic fire alarm company is
now putting in machinery in Louis-
ville which has more than human in-
telligence concerning lines. Wires
are etrung through all sorts of build-
ings and at intervals of ten or twenty
feet, sensitive discs are attached
which can be calculated to respond
to any degree of temperature desired
If goods are store(' in any house which
threatene epontaneoutt eombust ion at,
say, 110 degrees, the disci] are pre-
pared for 100 degrees and if from any
cause the temperature iu any part of
the building riees to 100 degrees the
diecs nearest the spot ern& in an
alarm to the fire department, regis-
tering the number of the box Hearted
to the building. If a fire should start
in a building supplied with these
/neve It would be reported to the :fire
department as Komi as it got hot
enough to affeet the dises, at any
temperature above the normal one in
the building. l• If I ti It the me-
chanism that the disco can be pre-
pared to turn in an alarm at any de-
gree required from 70 degrees to 27.5.
The alarm is not only transmitted to
the fire department, but is given all
over the threatened building and in
the residence of the owner where a
gong Is placed for that purpose. The
adoption of these automatic alarms
reduces the cost of inituranee very
much. Otte big dry-goods house in-
troducedsthem at a coot of $600 per
year and saved $500 a year over and
above that on its rates of insurance.
See
The big building of the Commercial
club is commencing to grow and the
huge foundations of red granite and
mend stone are being placed in posi-
tion above the line of the street. The
Commercial club have arranged their
own club rooms at the top of the
house and will have a clean view
over the whole coyntry front an alti-
tude at least fifty feet higher than
any other in the city. The building
will be the Eiffel Tower of Louisville,
and when strangers come to see the
city one of.thettelect Money Devils of
the club *ill be detailed to take him
up to the top story and give him a
look over the land that he may huve
a desire to possese. In this the Mod-
ern Money Devil has a decided ad-
vantage over the original split-hoofed
and ferked-tailed Devil who, when
he took a certalu person up on an
eminence once to try and effect a
trade, wee forced to take his guest
out in the weather. And not even
umbrellas had been invented at that
early day. The Louisville Money
Devil will escort his prey up iuto a
beautiful suite of rooms and allow
him to tilt upon a comfortable sofa
where he can enjoy lunch and cigars
aud see the country at leisure. The
Money Devil will put more trades
'through than ever Beelzebub did.
The Money Devil Tower will be com-
pleted early next summer and will
serve its purpose. The Board of
Trade are lettiug contracts to add
three stories to their quarters and
transform the present dingy estab-
lishment into a handsome office
building. About fifty offices will
thus be added with elevator facili-
ties and other conveniences greatly
needed.
os••
The Pineville Messenger has some-
thing to say about the material con-
dition of Kentucky which is so full
of horse-sense and so briefly put that
it needs no comment and no elabora-
tion. It ought to be read and pon-
dered over, however, by every good
Kentuckian. Here it is: "Tit, Win-
chester Demovrat complintente our
state, and says Kentucky a ith a debt
of $680,3e4, und resources of Pe3,209
is practically out of debt, anol cites
Delaware as the only other state
similarly situated. We call the
Democrat's attention to two facts in
this eonnection, to wit: first, being
in debt is not the worst thing a state
can be in, and eecond, if any two
states in the Union have more move
on their backs than leentueky Red
Delaware, we'll give a watermelon
for testimony leading to their identi-
fication. Eaetern Kentucky Is brae-
Mg ups little, apt trying to ellake oft
the ithaekles of self natietted inertia,
but the state at large, at least govert•
mentally coneidered, is about as 'ear
a specimen of XIXth century de-
velopment as is on the records.
There are too many great and able
statesmen in:Kentucky who do all
their work with their chins, and ex-
pect outside capital and energy to
rush in and do the rest with their
hands. There are too few school-
houses, churches, and newspapers.
Kentuelty would be a million times
better off if she were a million dol-
lars in debt for new school houses,
and another million for salaries paid
to {properly trained and properly edu-
cated teachers. The young idea iu
Kentucity should be taught to shoot
with mornething else than a "Win-
chester" or a "44." It is a shame to
Kentucky that she is out of debt, and
she hasn't the Liminess sense to know
that a debt incurred in the advance-
ment of the people is the grandest
and noblest anti best invetatnent she
'could possibly make. Cougratula-
tione are not in order from the Demo-
crat or from anybody else."
Ptcsimet.
PULLED THE TIGER.
Charlie Morris Gets (7aught. Heavily
rind Mad in Now In Jail.
The Madisonville Hustler eays:
Some four or five weeks since a man
hailing from Hopkinsville by the
name of Charley Morris, came here,
rented the Jones store room in the
opera block and opened out what he
called a fruit store or confectionery.
It was but a few days until it was
generally believed that lie was en-
gaged selling liquor contrary to
the laws of the county. Evidence
was soon obtained that he was run-
ning a "blind tiger" or maloon. On
last Saturday ..... Morris was
arrested and in default of $3o0 buil
wus sent tu jail to await his trial,
which came off"lueeday. On the af-
ternoon of that day ull 'wake an-
nouneed ready and the triul was pro-
ceeded with. • On the trial it was
clearly proven that he had been
guilty of selling whisky and beer to
men and boys indiecriminately. The
jury found him guilty aud assessed
a fine against ben of $200. Ile is
now in jail serving out his fine with
perhaps a number of other cases
against him. There seems to be no
sympathy expreseed for hint by any-
one, but all, without regard to the
merits or demerits of the prohibition
law, feel that he deserves the severeet
punishment We uuderetand that
before his arrest that lie had threat-
ened a number of our citizens who
had made inquiries into his business.
He seemed to be under the irupres-
gion that the people of Madisonville
had no right to inquire into his illegal
and nefarious practices. The threate
that he has made against Nome of our
people has had the effect to array the
whole people against him. lie will
perhaps learn before he gets through
with the liuminess that our laws can
not be viol atedwith impunity.
sp • tee
Why Nausea Fade.
Women lose their beauty berate*
oolds undermine their life. br.Acker'e
English Remedy for Cousumption
an absolute cure for colds. Sold by H.
B. Garner.
- s su-
re pits A rriv tug.
The fortieth sesmion of South Ken-
tucky College to-morrow.
Already students from u distance are
pouring in. Several young ladies
are already at the college and a dozen
or more are expeeted ou the trainm
to-day and to-night. The city begins
to look lively with young men who
have eome to enter the school. I 'er-
taint). the outlook for this inetitu-
lion is very encouraging to ull.
Let those of the city who expect to
enter be ready to do to-morrovv.
The faculty are all present, and in
ready for their work.
There is no school offering better
advantages to those who want an
education and are ready anti willing
.to do good honest, hard work.
The Verdict Ueasimoss.
W. D. Sun, Druggist, Iiippus, Ind.,
testifies: "I can recommend Electric
Bitters as the very best remedy.
Every bottle eold has given relief in
every cane. One man took six bottles,
and was cured of Rheumatism of 10
yeer's etanding." Abraham Hare,
Druggist, Renville, Ohio, affirmm:
"The beet selling medieine have ever
handled in my 20 year's experience,
is Electric Bitters." Thousands of
others have added their testimony, so
that the verdict is unanimous that
Electric Bittern do cure all diseaties of
the Liver, Kidney. or Blood. Only a
half dollar a bottle at Harry B. Gar-
ner's City Pharmacy.
CLERI-CATICAL WAR.
• Section of Country la the Throes of
a Bitter Contest.
The Citizens of Todd and Christian
Cannties all Torn Up-A Satiri-
cal Letter From Our Corre-
spondent NOW on the
Scene.
To Ike Nair ERA.
Your correspondent has just
reached the seat of war, and if re-
ports are to be believed, we are hav-
ing one of the most sanguinary con-
tests hereabouts that ever befell a
christian community. Old ties are
sundered, and even among engaged
couples, engagements are broken he-
cauee the lover« are divided on the
subject of infant baptism. At the
moonlights, the query is, "how do
you stand on the subject of infant
baptism? Are you for Paul or
Apollos?"
Let me repest the well attested
story of the Kilkeny cats. Two pug-
naelous Tomcats were tied together by
the tails and thrown across a clothes-
line. The veracious chroniclers am-
sert that the contest commenced with
the most heartrending caterwauling,
the most astoniehing furfiying, biting
and scratching, and that the belig-
rents literally chewed each other up
and that the fun only ceased when
two tails were left, still bobbing at
each other across the line. It is cer-
tain that our Tomcats even retain a
great avereion for each other, and
are keeping up the fight all along the
line. By the "Survival of the fittest"
our pugnacioue, theological Tomcats
still survive, they have their tails
tied together across the line of dispu-
tation and the wateli word is "Lay
on McDuff', and damned be he who
first cries, hold, enough!"
All around Fairview the camp
fires are gleaming. A hundred sen-
tinels guard the sleeping camps. 'The
dusty old Tonies of the Apostolic age
have been overhauled and put in
readiness, and the monographs, com-
mentaries aud Encyclopedias of all
Christendom have been plaeed in po-
mition while men talk, am in Apostolic
times in Chaldee, Syriac, Hebrew,
Greek, Latin, High Dutch and Low
Dutch. These prestidigitarlane will
ring the changes ou Baia° and Rapti-
zo until a Gentile wont know circum-
cision from uncircumcision and poor
laity will cry out in alarm "What
shall I do to be saved."
"They wi I distinguish and divide
A hair (mixt south and southwest side,
"The 'taints will wonder and still the wontler'l
That :Cari7sniail bead van carry all they know."
The sectarians say that Dr. A.
"done up" Dr. B., that Dr. C. demol-
ished Dr. D., and Dr. E. completely
riddled Dr. E.
They have piled up Pelion upon
Ossa. The thunder of the fathers
come rolling down the ages. Sprinkle
and pour and dip, and immerse and
sprinkle and pour! Rain and water-
spout and Johnstown horrors! Pitch-
er and batter and catcher all run for
your bases! In this wreck of matter
aud rush of worlds where shall the
ungodly appear!
Is this the set time when the Devil
will be loosed for a 1000 years? A
sinner says this is not his fight. lie
is occupying a position of armed neu-
trality. Like the old man who was
acting as umpire in the tight between
his wife and the bear, he hurrahs for
the one who is for the time being on
top.
One Rev. says "I'm in for the war,
good bye my honey." Another says
"the chip is on my hat, who dares
knock it off." They are fighting all
around the corners. "Here's the
place to get your money back. We've
got the true religion and don't s. ou
forget it," "My dozy is the true doxy
and yours Wilt worth s hill of beans."
Such are the billets of the sharp-
shootere. Hold, wateliman, what
about Christ and hint crucified?
"Why we are all agreed about that;
we are contending for the new Revela-
tions of the Lexieographers."
We underetand, there will be a
truce for a few weeks, and then two
veritable ghillie will engage in the
clasmic swamps north of Pinehem in
Todd Co. Sullitall and Knoell will
be nowhere. No. (kit% Lowry will Ie.
allowed to interfere. Gen. Hayes
will battle for the Methodist elturch,
and len. Harding will champion the
Cam pbell Ito chureh, and the Marquis
of Queensberry rules or some ',other
will be adopted. In the meantime,
let the two churches stand still and
see who will be the victor, and under
which King they will serve in the
future.
Napoleou said "Providence is on
the side of the heaviest artillery."
Well they are both big guns, and a
big load of powder creates a power of
ex,thieive gas. We suppose there
will be a perfect rain of shot and shell
asafoetida and brimstone. Thotse
ho live in glass houses will be in
great danger. There will be a perfect
hailstorm of logic; great chunks of
of argumentation as big as a piece of
chalk will pelt the congregations.
Great foreign words of stupid length
and empty sound will reverberate
through aisles and come back ring-
ing from the ceiling. They will
shake the religious world of Todd to
its centre. The mighty upheaval of
intellectual forces will eliange the
map eliurc'ies mayliap. Some
congregations may be wiped tett in
the melee, and where once the fra-
grant asafoetida and the fiery brim-
stone were exhaled by the silvery
tongued arators, in future the winds
of heaven may rattle through vacant
halls, end the flitting bat and hooting
owl be left in undisputed possession.
Well wt. suggest to learned doctors
of divinity who !met! not been swept
into, this maelstrom • of argumenta-
tion, that they hail better hold on to
in faith and elturity, and if these mil-
itant earriors of the cross eliould
eltake our earth to its centre and
touch off with the sparks of their in-
!tamable utterances the pent up
gases of our earth, that they be found
all at their posts, preaching Jesus
and Him crucified ; "God iso loved the
world that lie gave his only begotten
Son that whosoever believed on Him
their ealaried pu I pint and feed Christ's
lambs, preach the 'religion of Jesus
should not perish, but ehould inherit
eternal life."
The religion which has advanced
the world for over le00 years we
think will stand the storm of the lat-
ter-day saints, and perhaps time
time whielt heals so many
wounds will obliterate all marks of
this war of Christianity.
Query : What is the difference be-
tween prize-fightere and three clerical
disputants? Both tight according to
fixed rules. Botlt are contending for
the vlutory ; one is for physical supe-
riority and the other for intellectual
supremaey ; it is either a war of mus-
cle or a ear of braine; it is 'tangle.
but war in either case. Who consti-
tuted these full panoplies disputants
the champion@ of tht ir respective
churches? Do they really represent
their churches or do they simply
represent themselves? Are they
fighting for money aud fame as were
Sullivan and Kilrain, or are they
fighting for reputation? Semeone
says they are trying to save some
souls. Then hands off, and brethren
if you save any soul in this tight,
please tell us how in the world you
did it. NEUTRAL.
RANDOM REMARKS.
Private Opinions Publicly Expressed
Om Persons and Things.
It is now given on that several of
the leading Republican members of
the next congress will make "a few
personal obeervations in the south as
well as take part in a southern cam-
paign." 'Pea "ubservations" will
be confined chiefly to the Third dis-
trict of Louisiana, where the contest
for the eeat of the late Mr. Gay is
likely to be exceedingly cloee, and
the "Democrat@ it is feared will re-
sort to their usual methods." The
object of these distinguished gentle-
men is to gather a few points about
the "usual method," to be used as
fuel for the flames of northern hatred
of the south. Of course the "usual
method" as pictured by them to their
northern constituency will be the
suppression of the negro vote by the
"rebel planters" and the ruthless
reckless use of bullet and bull whip,
and the wholesale corruption of the
ballot box." Their "personal observa-
tions" will be simply the addition of
a few adjectivee to the same old lie;
merely a more bitter rehearsal of al-
leged "gouthern outrages," "rebel
brigadiers," etc. One of the gentle-
men who is to go on this crusade is
Mr. Powell, of Illinois, who will, in
all probability, be chairman of the
houge committee on elections. It is
darkly intiniated that troops will be
sent to Louisiana. Such an event
will hasten the solution of a vexing
problem in American polities. It
will be time enough to discuss it
when such an event is probable.
4.*Is
Preadamic is a word inconsistent
with the Christian Idea, yet a little
bit of pottery pumped from an arte-
sian well way up in Idaho has furn-
kited to 14keptical minds fresh food
for what the preachers might call
"blasphemous speculation," and "un-
holy discussion" relative to the
antiquity of the human race. Geolo-
gyts and astronomers are ever at war
with Moses and fresh evidence in
either ecience is continually accu-
mulating against the Prophet if we
are to believe those who live among
the stars and in the bosom of the
earth. The little bit of pottery *bolt
referred to is described as "a repre-
sentation of a woman nicely fash-
ioned." It was pumped from the
earth at a depth of 33)feet. To reach
it we are told the .drill had to pass
through "various deposits all indi-
cating the lapse of very vast time-
periods." Under the microscope it
appears to be similar to some of the
specimens found in the mounds of
the mound-builders, but the geolo-
gists insist "it must be older than
any of the existing mounds. How
old it is can only be vaguely conjec-
tured," but they insist and prove to
their own satisfaction that it is older
by many thousand years than Adam
and his wife. In this simple crude
image they read the record of the
ages, thus:
Not six thousand yea's, b111 cram,
Ager,eons, ditteppear as,
Groping back we touch the syStem where
the human race began.
The discovery of theme unmistaka-
ble evidences of races unknown to
Moses, and the learned opinions of
ecientists with endless calculations
based upon eistabliSited physical laws
and indisputable fact, make the
most formidable enemy of the Chris-
tian creed. Yet the tendency of this
christian age is to encourage and
promote rather than check this
spirit of inveittigation, anti men are
more prone now than ever to listen
to the opinions of those whose re-
searches and studies have placed
them in a position to speak.
•••
But those who attaek christianity
with the antiquity of the human
family, and arraign science against
It, should remember that this reli-
gion has kept pave with twieuce in its
rapid mareh and through its owu
instrumentality has science been
developed and made what it is.
Only this week Ingersoll the Arai-
Infidel exclaimed over a dead friend,
"lie (Horace Seaver lived to see
science released from the clutches of
superetition." By superetition he
means' religion, and the history of
the sciences during the pant eighteen
hundred years, their progress and
growth as hand in hand with dints-
tianity they have marched through
the ages, gives the lie to this blas-
phemous utterance. Science and
ehrietianity have travelled the same
road and kept pave with each other
elute. Christ pointed out that
road. It it+ under the guid-
ance and fostering care of christi-
anity that science has been able to
revolutionize the world "to make all
nations neighbors, to make the
luxuries of the past the necessities of
to-day." Itonerer BANInIM.
TAKE THE MUD.
"keep in de Middle ob de Road" and
You'll Avoid the Cara.
Once more we would respectfully
refer the chief of police and his effi-
cient :force to the eettond article of
chapter XIX of the general °Mitten-
yes of the city of Hopkineville, whirl'
says:
"It shall be unlawful to obstruct any
street or alley within the tety
by iiermitting any locomotive or car
or train of ears to stand or remain
upon any railroad track or ewitch
thereof across any etreet or alley with-
in said city in such a position as to
hinder the passing of vehicles or
horsemen or footmen for a longer
period than eight iniuutes, etc." 'The
penalty is then laid down in plain
language.
The NEW Kee repeats what it bats
often asserted and ean prove what it
now repeats that this ordinance is
notoriously and openly violated and
ignored by the agents of the L.' é N.
It. It. Company. We can see no rea-
eon why the authoritieeshould in-
dulge them or allow them to take any
liberties with the law. Them dinauce
was put into effect to protect the peo-
ple and should I* enforced. The
switch eugine which formerly kept
the track clear at this 'mint was ta-
ken away and since that time the
violations of this law have been nu-
merous. The cars are frequently left
etanding across the s'ilewalks, thus
forcing the pedestrians to walk
around them through the mud.
A Sad Story.
The child coughed. The mother ran
No:remedy was near. Before morning
the poor little sufferer was dead.
Moral: Always keep Dr. Acker's
English Remedy at hand. Sold by
H. B. Garner.
ese..%.-ee
A FATAL ACCIDENT.
Pail Banks, of Meederson, Killed
aid a Casspaaltin Fatall,y Wired.
HENDERSON, Sept. 2.e.-A fatal ac-
cident happened here about 8 o'clock
Saturday night, by which Mr. Paul
H. Banks, a prominent young attor-
ney, lost hie life and a young man
named Dudley, of Sullivan, Indiana,
was fatally injured. The two gentle-
men were out driving and the horse,
a spirited one, became frightened and
before Mr. Banks, who was driving,
eouid prevent it, the animal over-
turned the buggy throwing both gen-
tlemen into the gutter. Mr. Banks
fell on his head, cutting and bruising
it badly and had his neck broken.
lie lived about thirty minutes after
the accident.
Mr. Dudle), in his fall, struck on
the back of his head, fracturing the
skull and cutting a terrible gash. He
was picked up in an unconscious con-
dition and physicians sent to his as-
sistance, who dreseed hie wounds as
best they could, but there is hardly a
hope of his recovery.
-••••
A MARVELOUS IlYVENTION.
• Now bort of Railway That la Climp.
I Taal and Safe Boyead Compsrlison.
• A. press view took place yesterday
of the so called "Chemin de Far falls-
mint," or "Slide Railway," on the Ea-
planed° des Invalidea, within the ex-
hibition. The new invention is a sin-
gularly original contrivance for en-
abling trains to run, by means of
water power, at a speed hitherto un-
'deemed of. Arriving there without
any intimation as to what a sliding
railway might be, I at first mistook it
for an overgrown switchback, with
the humps smoothed away.
The train consisted of four carriages
affording room for about a hundred
passengers. The carriages had no
wheels, being supported at the corners
by blocks of iron of a size somewhat
larger than a brick, which rested upon
a double line of iron girders. In the
middle of the line at regular intervals
jutted out irregularly shaped pillars,
the use of which was not yet appar-
ent. Haring taken our seats and the
signal being given, we 'glided along
gently for the space of a few yards,
when suddenly we gathered speed;
two or three tugs were felt and we
were flying on at apace of an ordinary
train, but as amoothly as a boat on a
river. There was a clicking noise on
the rade, but this\ I was assured, was
due to a defect in the construction
of the slides, and would be remedied.
The absence of any vibration, shaking
or "tail motion" was wonderfuL A
slight jerk there was at regular inter-
vaL; but then, again, I was told that
it was due merely to the shortnesa of
the course and the inability to get up
a proper pace. In a hydraulic train
traveling at full speed, that is to say
at the rate of 140 to 200 kilometers, or
87 to 124 miles an hour, there would
be almost no consciousness of motion.
The journey down the length of the
Esplanade only occupied a few sec-
onds.
Upon our safe return Mr. Pilter,
chairman of the oompany which owns
the invention, gave a full account of
it. The sliding railway was invented
in 1868 by an engineer named Girard,
who was killed in the Franco-German
war, and it has been improved to its
present state by one of his aasistant
engineers, M. Barre.
As has already been mentioned, the
hydraulic carriages have no wheels.,
these being replaced by hollow slides
fitting upon a flat and wide rail, and
grooved on the inner surface. When
it le desired to get the carriage in mo-
tion water is forced into the slide or
skate of the carriage from a reservoir
by compressed air, and seeldng to es-
cape, it spreads over the under sur-
face of the elide, which it raises for
about a nail's thickness above the raiL
The elides thus resting, not on the
rails, but on a film of water, are in a
perfectly mobile condition; in fact,
the pressure of the forefinger is suffi-
cient to displace a thus sup-
ported. The ceiling orce is sup-
plied by the pi which stand at reg-
ular intervals ori e line between the
raila. Running underneath every
carriage is an iron rack, about six
inches wide, fitted with paddles.
Now as the foremcet carriage passes
in front of the pillar a tap on the lat-
ter is opened automatically, and a
stream of water at high preeaure is di-
rected on the paddies. This drives
the train on, and by the time the last
carriage has gone past the tap (which
then closetothe foremost one is in front
of the next tap, the water's action thus
being continuous. The force develop-
ed is almost incredible. There ts
some splashing on the rails at the
start; but this diminishes the faster
the train goes. To stop the train the
small stream of wa,ter that feeds the
slides ia turned off, and, the latter
coming in contact with the rails, the
resulting friction stops the carriage al-
most instantaneously.
A water train running at over 100
miles an hour could, I was told, be
pulled up within thirty yards, could
climb up gradients of sixteen inches in
the yard, descend them with equal
safety, and run on curves of forty.
four yards radius. This system would
seem peculiarly adapted for elevated
railways in cities, being light, noise-
less, smooth, without emoke, fast and
thoroughly under command. The
danger of running otf the rails is re-
duced to a minimum, the center of
gravity of the es being scarce-
ly more than a coup e of feet from
the rails. The cost of a metropolitan
system would only be a third of oneon
the old plan, while in the open coun-
try its cost would be somewhat higher
than the ordinary railway; but IL
Barre tells me the expense would be in
France an average of £8,000 a mile.
Where no natural water supply is
available, a propelling machine every
twelve miles or so would be sufficient
to keep the trains going at full speed.
The consumption of coal per passen-
ger would be one-tenth only of ow
usual quantity.
The importance of this may be real-
ized considering the statement that
the Paris-Lyons company alone has
an annual coal bill of two millions
sterlitio% Nevertheless, it would be
rash toepredict the general introduction
of the water system on railways. One
objection, for instance, that occurs to
me is its apparent unsuitability for
goods traffic. II. Persil, the inanar
of the "Chemins de Fer Glissants,"
lievta it will all but do away with the
locomotive engine. With respect to
England, lie believes that the disad-
vantage of-the present slow method of
crossing the channel will become so
apparent that all opposition to the tun-
nel will vanish. -I am ready," he
said, with enthusiasm, "to wager any
sum that whgn the tunnel is made and
our system lies a trial people will ,go
from London to Paris in two hours. '-
London Daily News.
A Boost to Tomatoes..
A scrapping match occured on Fifth
street last evening between two soci-
ety bloods, and a volley of profane
language was exchanged between a
couple of men on Allen street yester-
day. Verily the business end of live-
ly times le becoming apparent.-
Tombstone (A. T.) Epitaph.
A Woman's Discovery.
"Another wonderful dieeovery has
been made and that too by a lady in
this county. Diseatie fastened its
clutches upon her and for seven years
she withetood its severest tests, but
her vital organs were undermined and
death iteenied imminent. For three
months she coughed incessantly and
tumid not sleep. She bought of us a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery
for ( onsumption and was so much
relieved on taking first dose that she
slept all night•and with one bottle has
been miraculousiv mired. Her name
is Mrs. Luther Lutz." Thus write
W. C. Harnriek & Co., of Shelby,
N. C.-Get a free bottle at Harry B.
Garner's City Pharmacy.
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COURT NEWS.
In spite of the bad weather a large
number of people were in the city Mon
day and business in all branches has
been quite good. county court and
circuit court both commenced this
morning and the county officials have
had a busy day with the litigants,and
thaw who had matters of importance
to adjust. The rain did not break up
the business traiding alley. Horse
traders were there, selling and
preaching the many qualitiee of their
animals throughout the day and it is
said by those in a position to know
that over 200 head of horses and mules
changed hands. Several parties who
had advertised for large numbers of
mules had their orders filled to satis-
faction and the prices realized were
very good.
The new grand jury was empkneled
and sworn in Monday morning and as
will be seen from the following list la
as good as ztould have been selected:
J. B. Dade, foreman; John S. Lone,
William Cravens, It. F. Vaughan,
W. T. Bronaugh, G. A. C. Robinson,
John A. Brown, George Dabney,
Winston Henry, A. H. Wallace, Ben
Boyd, Jno. 4. Green, Chao. Ruffin,
In°. B. Martin, J. M. Clark and W.
B. Rives.
, ANTIOCH, KY,
Protracted Meeting-Marriage of mr.
Chariton to Maas Johnsou-Per-
sonata.
ANTIOCH, Sept. 2.-Rev. James W.
Ilighani began a series of meetings at
Vaughn's Chapel last night.
IffitLine DeboW, of Hopkineville,aturday and Sunday with her
father's family, Mr. A. J. Debow.
Rev. H. F. Perry, pastor of this
eh u rch, has gone to Nashville, Tenn.,
on a business trip.
Mr. John Charlton and Mies Ida
Johnson weoe united in marriage on
the 28th ult., at the residence of the
bride's grandfather, Mr. Wm. Smith.
The bride is a beautiful young lady
and loved by all who know her; the
groom is a young man of good bust-
nese qualities. S. It. J.
THE GREAT STRIKE.
All the Workingmen Is Lemdela Ex-
pected to Jots the Beek labor-
ers To-Day.
Being Desperate With Hunger Terri-
ble Resulto are Feared-Amere-
can Laborers Refuse to do
the Work of the strik-
e! a at Any Price.
LoNDON, Sept. l.-eLondon is await-
ing with breathless anxiety the de-
velopments of the great strike to-
morrow, when the turning point is
expected to be reached. Tremendous
pressure has been brought upon the
officers of the different trades unions
by the leaders of the men now out to
induce them to bring about a general
strike of all the workingmen in Lon-
don to-morrow. If anything ap-
proaching such a genaral stoppage of
work should take place and continue
for only a few days, the 'danger to
public safety could scarcely be over
estimated. Even in ordinary times
the feeling among the working popu-
lation of the metropolis, that they
are being oppressed by their employ-
ers, is sufficiently pronounced, but
with this feeling intensified a thou-
sand fold by idlenees and starvation,
and with a million workers whose
only occupation would be-to meet
and to excite one another with the
story of their grievances, the poliee
and the military force must be form-
idable indeed to over-awe them des-
perate w ith hunger and conscious of
their strength of numbers.
It is difficult to-night to give any
reliable rend:late of the number of
working men.who will join the dock
laborers to-morrow. All the trades
have had their meetings, and in all
veers a coneltigion of some eort has
been reached, but their leaders are
cloge-mouthed, and epeeist care hom-
bre!' taken to prevent any hint of
their proposed action leaking ut.
Every day during the past week has
seen new additions to this number of
striking tradis, and the time is ripe
for orgaulzed workmen to discover
grievances never before suspected.
To-morrow, without a doubt, there
will be isolated strikes involving
thousands of workingmen, even if
the general revolt of labor does not
take place, and, at the rate of prog-
ress made so far, it would not take
long to involve the larger part of
London's working populatiou in the
troubles.
The temper of the men already out,
um, is far different than that they
displayed a week ago. They do long-
er allow Burns, their conservative
leader, to dictate .their policy, and
already it is apparent Olio he will be
over-ruled: The men are growing
ugly, threats are frequent of bloody
work, and their passions are further
inflamed by the slight riee in the
price of provisious, which has been
the unavoidable outcome of their
own action.
The striker4 held a monster meet-
ing this morning on the Thames em-
bankrneut. and at its close marched
in procession 50,000 strong to the af-
ternoon meeting at Hyde Park.
Three American vessels arrived in
the Thanteeeto-day, and the Anterican
sailors on board were offered three
shillings per hour, er six times the
pittance for weich the strikers are
eontencling, to unload their own ee-
sett,. Am itoon as they understood the
situation of affairs they did not aek
for a moment to make up their minds,
but promptly refused to do the work
at any price. They were received
with loud cheere by the strikere at
their meeting this morning and were
given the plaee of honor in the pro-
cession.
- - -
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What They Read.
The popularity of the leading dai
Journals mud periodicals in liopk
ville shown by the follow'
given to a NEW ERA reporter
J. B. Galbreath, the princi
dealer of the city. The ci
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I LIE NEM' ERA. T I AT SOLEMN ASS.
me interview with Col. Elliott F.
Shepard, of the Mail and Express,
----elTlILIMILILD SY- hicli appeared in the Detroit Jour-
"1  Eeg PriWing P"fish‘eq C.- nal a day or KO ago, while he was at-
ealnalriltet WOOD. Preisideat. tending the National Editorial Aseo-
elation, conclusively proves that his
reppecte I father in-law was ernio-
entIv correct when he said: "Shepard
I cau 'be mote kinds of a damn fool in
el.. day i l.tu any luau I ever knew.''
In Die ettiress ori "Editorial Ethics,"
Shepard declares "against the
keeping alive of the issues that were
settled during the war," and urged a
return of that feeling which meant
"peace and happiness to the whole
cottatry." he next day this solemn
StSS submitted to an interview in
which he took occasion to speak in
the vilest terms of ex-President
C.eleiand ale+, as usual, wound up
with a diatribe against the south.
Says he:
"I often dine with lien. Sherma n
and in our several talks he agrees
with me that the southern people are
as traitorous as ever and that there is
no patriotism among them. He does
not think they will take up arms
again duriug this generation, but
that it is only the sturdy, unflinch-
ing, patriotic epirit and superior
strength of the north that keeps the
country together. The negroes now
have no political rights and many
are practically in slavery. They
can't vote unless they are tax-payers,
and whep without means of support
be sold to prison contractors to pre-
vent thoul becoming public charges.
Should the south gain control, as
Cleveland had planned, the different
southern states would repudiate t1.- e
last three amendments, claiming that
they were forced upou them while
iu duress, and iu law such actiou is
not binding. They would then prac-
tically repeal the amendments so far
as they were concerned, and say that
slavery still existed and that the ue-
groes have no rights as citizens. I
insist that the people of the south
will never become patriotic. Look
at the way they idolize Jeff Davie
whenever he appears in public. You
notice that the men who are most
popular in politics in southern states
are those who were most devoted to
the lost cause, and who insist that
the lost cause is not lost, but is yet
alive."
Col. Shepard is the man who once
proposed, when at the organization
of a soeial club in New York, that
"only very rich men-millionaires--
be entitled to membership," who
prints at the top of his editorial col-
umns each day a verse from the Bi-
ble.
It is gratifying to know that the
people of Detroit, irrespective of par-
ty, condemn the idiotic utterances of
this blatant old crank, and that few
of his brother editors in the north
and west take stock in his ideas. As
to the south, she cannot be hurt by
such as he. We know that the war
is over, that feeling against those
who robbed us of what we then con-
sidered our rights has died out, and
we are moving along in the even ten-
or of our way, regainiug what we
lost in wealth, and raising our child-
ren to revere and honor the
Union as do we. Should
a display of our patriotism ever be
necessary, it will be found that the
Southerners, unlike the brilliant
Col. Shepard, will earn the titles they
wear by work in the enemy's face on
the field of battle.
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FLOOD HOW; GUNNING.
Representative Flood, of Elmira,
N. Y., has so love for Corporal Tan-
ner, the gentleman having once pub-
licly remarked that if Flood's brains
were blown into the eye of a mos-
quito, it wouldn't make the mosquito
wink. While we believe this would
depend in a measure upon the nativ-
ity of said moequito,=-feeling sure
that those which infest Hopkinsville
would stand the test even if the brains
of WU. men were tired at him-still
we are inclined to think that, owing
to surrounding circumstances, the
aforesaid congressman may make it
interesting for the Reliever of the
Great Army of Country Savers for
Revenue Only. Congressman Flood
is a Republican representing a Dem-
ocratic district, and has gone to
Washington to make it a personal
matter with the president. "Unless
Tanner is fired, says he, "I will re-
sign my seat and let the Raptiblicans
see how successful they will be in
electing another congressman from
my district."
Flood had convincing experience of
the efficacy of a threat of this sort
very early in the history of the ad-
ministration. He found that His-
cock, Platt and the president had se-
lected a new postmaster for Elmira.
The next train carried the congress-
man to Washington. Meeting the
president, he informed him that his
brother must be made postmaster at
Elmira or he would resign. The
president knew as well as Flood that
If the latter resigned a Democrat
would take his place, so in a few days
the representative's brother was
nominated for postmaster.
The Republican majority in the
house is three, and should Flood re-
sign it will be reduced to one. This
is entirely too small for Republican
safety and should the congressman
be determined on this course Tanner
will have to go. But it is not prob-
able that such a policy will be ad-
hered to. Tanner will either apolo-
gize, or some other method will be
used to quiet the Elmira gentleman.
But whet a blessing the country
would reap should Flood adhere to
his proposed plan!
THE Interior-Journal contains the
following relative to the work of a
newspaper, which is such sound log-
ic that we reproduce it: "Many a
scamp witholds his hand from vii-
liany through the wholeelme fear
of seeing himself held up to public
execration in the newspapers. Many
a man will pay a debt rather than
risk damage to his credit by the pub-
lication of the facts of being sued.
And, alas, too, many a man spoils
benevolence of the golden merit of
secrecy by taking care that the news-
papers shall learn of every charita-
ble deed and blazon it to the world.
Yet, the world profits by the exam-
ple of benevolence, overlooking the
defects of motive, and the example
may be seed sown in good ground.
So it is that the newspaper becomes
a mighty engine of reform because it
permits no man to live to himself,
but cultivates a decent regard for
public approval and a wholesome
fear of public censure."
TheClarksvilleChronicie says: •'It
must be admitted that Joe Black-
burn did a righteous thing when he
lifted Bill Chandler from his seat by
the ear, and deserves the thanks of
all decent people, but what is that
compared to the gratitude due Jim
McKenzie from a shaking chill
wrecked nation for the repeal of the
quinine tariff. Who else but Jim
McKenzie with his brilliant burning
sarcasm cdhld have struck lobyloist
speechless and shamed a Republican
Congress into repealing that onerous
tax on chills, buck-agues and swamp
fevers? No other living man could
have done it, and Kentucky might as
well let Joe rest a while and send the
silver tongued Jim to the United
States Senate, and let him give them
fellows a hayseed shaking up. That
is what all the South is praying for."
Umbuse that war of words between
Hon. Lucien Anderson and others
is discontinued in the Mayfield
papers, somebody's reputation is
going to get hurt. J. D. Watson in
yesterday's Democrat feelingly re-
fere to Mr. Anderson as a liar, hypo-
crite, murderer for money, taker of
bribes, robber of orphan children,
and a defiler of his neighbor's wife.
Really this is getting personal, and
somewhat unpleasant.
TH.B pledge of Mahone's platform
In Virginia that the Republicans will
secure financial aid to ex-confeder-
ate soldiers and their widows and
orphans does not mean that the gov-
ernment will pension them. 0 no!
Tanner is as "many kinds of ad-
fool" as Col. Shepard, but he isn't
built that way. It is simply a phrase
to catch votes.
The official returns of the late State
election are all in and the final figures
are as follows: Sharp, Democrat, for
Treasurer, received 148,681; Colson,
Republican, 115,159; Sharp's majori-
ty, 33,52.". In 1887, Buckner, for Gov-
ernor, received 143,270; Bradley, 126,-
473; Buckner's majority then 16,797.
Democratic gain since August, 1887,
16,7'25.
If Lexington wants to secure the
removal of the capitol to that city,
should persuade Clause Spreck-
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Tni: Post-Dispatch, referring to the
fifteen-year sentence of Judge Pul-
liam, says: "There is no doubt that
the same jury would have promptly
acquitted him if Judge Pulliam had
not spoiled thf "wronged-husband"
role and utterly deprived himself of
the emotional insanity plea by first
offering to spare the life of his vic-
tim for $5,000 and then killing him
for refusing to sign the note." The
verdict of that jury is a puzzler to
most people. If he Was guilty of any
crime, it was murder in the first de-
gree, for it was premeditated, he hav-
ing first written the note and then
purchased a pistol to shoot his man
in the event he refused to sign it.
There is no middle ground. He
should either have been acquitted or
hung, and we are of the opinion that
he richly deserved the latter fate.
COL. SHEPARD was heard severs:
weeks ago to speak in the highest
terms of the St. Petersburg climate,
yet the Russian mission is still va-
cant. Can it be possible that this
administration proposes to ignore
the cry of this great representative o
the God and morality end of the
southern villifiers?
Ex-Commander-in-Chief Werner,
of the G. A. R., in his address before
the convention assembled at Milwau-
kee, advised unity and harmony in
the ranks, else they would be defeat-
ed in their assault on the treasury
doors. A service pension is now the
cry. The Lord only knows where
this thing will stop!
Kansas having tried woman's suf
frage in municipal elections declares
it a success and recommends its adop-
tion by other states. Since the ad-
vent of that idea in the state. Kan-
gas has introduced to the world some
notable women-Mrs. Canfield, for
instance, she of "black heels on white
necks" fame.
HENDERSON'S census taker has fin-
ished his work. By securing the
names of all those within five miles
of the place, a population of 13,521 is
made out. Crwensboro will now pro-
ceed to extend her city limits enough
to take in Davit:las county and enu-
merate some more.
A TWO THOUSAND...POUND hOgehellid
of tobacco rolled over a coon in a
Mayfield warehouse the other day,
flattening him out like a pancake,
but in a few moments he arose, shook
himself a little, slid taking a "chaw"
of tobacco from that self-same hogs-
head walked off whistling.
SINCE the Vanderbilt. have set the
style of giving balls in their stables,
and using for decorations pumpkins,
turnips, squashes, etc., it has gotten
to be quite the thing. Perhaps the
young men of the city could secure
Jno. Ellis' stable for a Fair hop.
ACCORDINO to the Lebanon Stan-
dard ex-Gov. Proctor Knott will ac-
cept the United States senatorship if
tendered him on a silver salver.
There are several other men who are
very willing to go in and take that
pie right off the table.
"Set:Titer.," a correspondent of
the.New ERA, is at the seat of reli-
gious war in Todd and Christian
counties, and in a letter this after-
noon grows rather satirical over
what he has seen and heard.
Referring to his candidacy for the
United States Senatorship, the Cadiz
Telephone pays Hon. Jas. A. Mc-
Kenzie some very high compliments
and announces that it would be glad
to see him in the Senate.
Clarkstflle might come over
here to see Sell. Bros. big show since
they cannot afford to stop there. We
are nothing if not generous.
A TYPHOON occurred in the China
rem some time since and a small
matter of 5,000 or more people were
drowned.
Probably Chicago hopes to catch
Taseott in the crowd that would visit
the World's Fair.
HERE fe a bit of wisdom furnished
by Mr. E,rastus Wituan in a recent
interview: "In yearly all classes of
manufactures supplies for 100,000,000
consumers are being turned out,
while there are only 60,000,000 to take
the products. The high prices of the
raw materials induced by the Cus-
toms duties prevent our shipping the
surplus two-lifthe to the Argentine
republic, British Columbia and
other regions which are rapidly de-
veloping, and where manufactures
are not yet started, because we can-
not meet the prices made by coun-
tries not 80 handicapped."
Tim Great Futurity was won at
Sheepshead Bay yesterday by Chaos,
The stake was le10,000.
DESPITE the quarrels between the i
Republican factious of Ohio there is
little prospect of Democratic success.
The Republicans of that state are too
largely in the majority and Gov.
Foraker too good an organizer to per-
mit defeat. The third term idea is
unpopular with many, and the gov-
ernor has many bitter enemies, but
as it is characteristic of Republicans
to stand together on election day, it
may be considered reasonably cer-
tain that they will do so on this occa-
sion.
THE business of supplying the cities
of Mexico with meat has received a
blow that will call forth a howl ere
long. The republic has revised its
tariff list, and whereas, heretofore,
living animals were 'admitted free
heavy duties are now laid on them
all, as also on fresh meat This is
not at all unreasonable, when It is
considered that we charge such ex-
orbitant tariffs on goods imported to
this country.
IT was very uncharitable in those
northern people at Saratoga to turn
up their noses at the daughter of ex-
Lieut.-Gov. Pinchbeck, of Louisiana,
though she is only about half white.
As they preach social equality, and
seem to have such a love for the
"poor down-trodden" colored people,
we had expected they would greet
her with open arms.
CORP. TANNER is debating whether
to call for $110,000,000, or $115,000,000
for pension purposes next year.
Why, $115,000,000 and more too, if
necessary, as a matter of ceuree.
What's a matter of a few millions
to the tax-payers, when there are so
many poor old soldiers in this coun-
try who "fit, bled and died" to save
the Nation!
The Courier-Journal says:
The only negro elected to office in
Kentucky lately was Dr. Dulin, who
we successful in the race for coroner
ill Christian county, and then discov-
er d that he was luelligible.
The Courier is mistaken; Dr. Lit-
lard is the gentleman evidently re-
ferred to, but it is a good one on Dr.
Dunn, all the same.
It is not our disposition to alarm
the public, but when we see all the
European kings and emperors and
potentates and potentateeees going
about hugging and kissing each other
we feel that war is hovering in the
immediate vicinity of the present
time and that the market price of
American breadetuffs is crouching
fora tall spring.
THE Globe-Democrat, with great
consistency, announces in one para-
graph that the next congress will be
in the hands of a party that will see
justice done in all contests that come
before it, and then goes on to say
that enough Democrats will be un-
seated to give the Republicans a good
working majority.
WIIAT Twister misses Bussey
catches. A man was granted a pen-
sion yesterday because of an arm be-
ing bruised while loading a wagon.
As his wife fainted on hearing a lalse
report that he had been crushed to
death, we see no reason why she
shouldn't be granted a subsidy.
IF ANY mail in the city is capable
of pushing to success the scheme of
operating an electric railway and
lighting the city by electricity, it is
Penny Turner. He knows no such
thing as defeat, and if he goes ear-
nestly to work we are willing to
'Mager on the result.
AT THE mention Of Mr. Cleve-
land's name in the Pennsylvania
State convention yesterday the as-
sembled hosts cheered themselves
hostile. The ex-president is by far
the most popular Democrat in the
country to-day.
THE national Republican commit-
tee has shipped all of the documents
it had left over from the late presi-
dential election to the four new
states for use in the coming cam-
paign. The citizens of those states
have our sympathy.
Despite his Grand Army indorse-
ments, Tanner in:still vergindon the
consomme. Secretary Noble says he
intends to take up the investigation
of the looter's department and push
it to an end just as soon as he returns
to Washington.
Ir Gen. Alger would only say he
would rather be commander in chief
of the G. A. R. than be president, no
doubt other candidates would see
that he was kept in the place till
after '92. But he wont say it.
THE majority of Price, Democrat,
in the congressional election in Louis-
iana, over his Republican opponent,
will reach nearly 8,000. "One by one
the roses fall." This is the election
the Republicans were going to win.
JRFFERSON DAVIS, Roger Q. Mills,
Addison Cammack and the late Judge
Terry were all born in Todd county,
Ky., within a space of five miles.
THE Mississippi insurrection wound
up in the usual way-five of the ring-
leaders were killed and a posse is
after the others.
Bien( sides are weakening and the
great London strike may collapse in
a short time. A compromise will
probably be made.
Deafness Can't be Cured
by local application, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucus lin-
ing of the Eustaelhian Tube. When
this tube gets inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, Deaf-
ness is the result, and unless the in-
flamation can be taken out and this
tube restored to its normal o
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an in-
flamed condition of the mucus sur-
faces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any ease of Deafness, (caused by
catarrh,) that we oannot care by tak-
ing Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send.for
circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, 0.
Among the patents granted during
the past week, by the commissioner
at Washington, are the following
to Kentuckians: C. W. Fowler,
Cloverport, for registering; W. S.
Kisinger, Bellevue, sprinkler; J. J.
Sullivan, Ludlow, packing ring; T.
Tebow, Nicholasville, baling press;
W. Winkles., Newport, fire ladder.
CROFTON NOTES.
An Epitome or the /Strains in
and About our tester Town.
Cnoieroo, Ky., Sept. 2.-Fraser W.
Owen, of Kelly, joined the Christian
church and was baptized by Rev. J.
W. Gant, here yesterday.
The boys were on the watch here
yesterday for a wedding that did not
occur.
Dr. J. B. Jackson has beeu attend-
ing the camp-meeting at Dawson for
several days.
Mr. Pitmau, of Greenville, came
over Friday to visit his brother, -Prof.
C. It Pitman.
Mrs. Lizzie Myers, of Manitou, who
has been visiting relatives here, re-
turned home to-day.
Bud Woodson has moved to one of
J. E. Croft's tenement houses here.
H., Clay McCord has just returned
from a business trip over in
If no one has yet said that Dr.
Brown-Sequard elixir of life might
cause the recipient to look sheepish,
I will claim the honor, but if they
have I will withdraw the offensive
retuark.
The first step towards annexation
has been taken by England, big
strikes only occur in protective coun-
tries
If Gov. Lowry, of Mississippi,
needs any farther advice as to the
disposition of Sullivan and Kilraln,
a letter addressed to this oMce would
reach me, but he should by all means
enclose a stamp for reply.
The postoMee at Manningtou being
temporarily suspended for want of
a postmaster, the people around there
are put to considerable inconven-
ience for their mails.
I am told that the Sand Lick Gas
.fe Oil Co., have leased all the land
they want and will begin develop-
ments near here at no distant day.
Thomas O'Bannon has a picture
tent located in our town and has been
doing a fine business.
Robert Mills' Adm'r. vs. Heirs and
creditors, 10 acres land on Green-
ville road, to B. S. Wood, for $110.
B. F. Hitter Adm'r. vs. Heirs and
creditors. 144 acres on Sinking Fork,
to Wheeler, Mills & Co., for $400.
Annie 0. Cheatham and others, vs.
NV. S. Cheatham and others, 114
acres of land near Lafayette, for
$2,000 to Dr. I'. C. Wooton.
Also by Jno. Feland, Jr., assignee
of J. H. Lander, sold 2:23 acre*, of
laud near Casky, to-Carneal, for
$5,500.
LAFAYETTE SCHOOL DIS f RIC I'.
A Meeting of time Teachers Called for
September t8th-As Interesting
Program Made Out.
LAFAYETTE, KY., Sept. 3.-Being
elected president of the Christian
County Teacher's Association at its
regular meeting in August, I found
it necessary to divide the county into
five educational districts. Thinking
that by this means we could do our
work more thorough. The names of
the districts are Crofton, Pembroke,
Lafayette, Hopkinsville and Mount
Carmel. The Lafayette district there-
fore includes the following school
districts:
No. 29, S. L. Frogge, teacher.
No. 52, Anna King,
No. 19, Lelia Cox,
No. 17, Lucy Dickerson, "
No. 71, 
No. 78, P. A. Skeshau,
NO..113, Ethel Duke
No. 10, NV. H. Smith,
No. 55, J. B. Fitehugh,
No. 16, Ave Pichard,
No. 54 
No. 75 
No. 79 
No. 82 
No. 76 
The teachers of these districts are
requested to meet at the Lafayette
High School building, Lafayette,
Ky., September 28th, 1889. A very
intA resting program will be pub-
lished in a short time. The exer-
cises will commence at 912 o'clock
a. m. As this is our first meeting we
wish a full attendance of teachers,
trustees, patrons and lovers of popu-
lar education in this district.
S. L. FROCKIE,
Prest. Co. Teacher's Association.
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Prepared by a combination, pro-
portion and process peculiar to itself,
Hood's Sarsaparilla accomplishes
cures hitherto unknown.
A VILLAINOUS PROPOSITION.
A Business Man of Owensboro Pro-
les that an Employee Burn
His House to Se/L.121e the
Insurance.
The Owensboro Messenger relates
the following, which shows that
there are yet some men who cannot
be influenced by a little money to do
wrong:
The story Is told that a person call-
ing ffirneelf a business man, who had
an insurance of three times the value
of his stock, proposed to amemployee
that, in his absence, and after he had
filled the cellar with goods boxes,
saturated with coal oil and furnished
with a fuse, the employee should
simply stick a lighted match to the
fuse and go home leaving the fire to
burn. The plan would have insured
the destruction of the store, and also
probably the loss of several human
lives, as the rooms above the store
are occupied. The employee indig-
nantly refused and at once left the
employ of the scoundrel who made
the proposal. The employee's part
of the prize to be secured was $300
with which he was to set up in busi-
ness for himself. This is the story of
the employee.
Startling Evidence.
Of the Core of Skis Disesteem 11 hen all
Other Methods Fall.
Psoriasis 5 years, covering face,
head, and entire body with white
webs. Skin red, itchy, and bleed-
ing. Hair all gone. Spent hun-
dreds of dollars Pronounced in,
curable. Cured by Cuticura Rem-
edies.
My disease psoriasis] first broke out on
my left cheek, spreading across my nose, end
a most covering my face. It ran into my
eyes, and the physician was afraid I would
lose my eyesight altogether. It spread MI
over my head, and my hair all fell out, until
I was entirely bald-headed; it then broke
out on lily arms and shoulders, until my
arms were Just one sore. It covered my en-
tire body, my face, head, sold shoulders being
the worst. The white scabs fell constantly
from my head, shoulder*, and arms: the skin
would thicken and be red and very Why. and
would crack and bleed If ecratched. After
spending many hundreds of dollars, I was
pronounced incurable. I heard of the Cr-rt
cued REMEDIES, and after using two bottles
C UTICUJIA Resiotv /MT, I could see a change:
and after I had taken four bottles, I was &l-
imed cured; and when I bad used six bottles
of CUTICURA RESOLVENT and one box ot
C Mat, and one cake of Cur !cued 140A I%
I was Cured of the dreadful disease from
which [hail suffered for five years. I thought
the disclaim would leave a very deep sear, but
the CUTleettA REMEDIES cured it without
any scars. 1 cannot express with it pen what
I suffered before using !the Ct-rwre.4
Itauximse. They saved my life, and I
feel it my duty to reconimend them.
My hair is restored as good at ever,
sad so is my eyesight. I know of a
number of different persons who have used
the CVSECVMA Itamicomii, and all have re-
ceived great benefit from their use.
Mac ROMA KELLY,
Rockwell City, Calhoun Co , Iowa.
C'uticura Remedies
Cures every species of torturing humiliating
itching, burning, scaly and dimply diseases
of the akin, scalp and blood, with loss of hair
arm all humors, blotches, eruptions, Norm.,
scales, end crustal, whether simple. scrofu lous
or contagious, when physicians and all
known remedies fall.
Mold everywhere. Price, CUTIVIVIRA, 50;
RoAP, 25e.; RID4OLV EMT, $1. Prepared by the
Pcrrra• Deco .450 CHEMICAL CORPORA -
TIM), Boston.
Send for "flow to Cure Skin Dieenims," 64
pages, 50 Illustrations, and MU testimonials.
ri y
U and oily akin prevented 
i,uglii.,tFibiatjljpiet Ad
SOAP.
IT STOPS THE PAIN.
BURNED TO DEATH.
Terrilee Pealk of a Negro 1% :10 Out-
raged a White bid.
Cato,ght by Farmers, Tied hi a Stake
and. After Bring Saturated With
Coal oil is Piet Afire.
The Courier-Journal has a speeial
from Somerset, Ky , which states
that news has reached there of a bru-
tal outrage committed upon the 12-
year-old daughter of William oatee,
a prominent and weildthy farmer, re-
siding a few miles from Monticello.
The particulars given the correspon-
dent by a gentleman just from Wayne
County, are as follows:
Mr. Oates has two young daughters,
aged respectively 12 and 14 years. Mr.
and Mrs. Oates left home on business
and left the two young girls in charge
of the house. Mr. Oates had in his
employ a negro boy, about grown.
Knowing the older people to be away
from the house, he entered, and after
locking the door upon the two young
enecteded in ravishing the
youngest. The other girl escaped
from the room, and going to a neigh-
bor's house, gave the alarm. A
posse Was immediately orgauized
and 'started in pursuit of the negro.
He was caught in the woods and tied
to a stake. A rail pen was then
built around him. Coal oil was
poured over him, and upon the rails
n metch applied, and the negro burn-
ed to death.
Lucky Bostonians Favored by Fortune
Mrs. Catharine Callahan, Mrs. S.
F. Tayloi, Miss May Gilman and
Miss Ella Allison, all Bostonians are
favorites of fortune. A month ago
they iuvested in The Louisiana State
Lottery, and all drew prizes. Mrs.
Callahan's investment was for her
son Timothy and his friend Win.
Barry, and drew $15,000, one-fortieth
of the capital prize of $600,000. The
other ladies also invested $1, making
a pool for all three, and their ticket,
No. 26,728, drew a share of the fourth
capital*prize of $50,000. They sent to
M. A. Dauphin, New Orleans, La.,
$1.00.
-Boston (Mass.)Record, July 9.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
A Large Amount of Property Changed
Hands Yesterday.
Master Commissioner I Burnett
made tile following sales of real
estate at the court house door Mon-
terday :
M. D. Nypert and others, 500 acres
laud on Coxie mill ,road, to Mrs.
Theresa Harrison, for WOW, and 250
acres on Madisonville road to B. NV.
Crabtree, for $2,903.80.
T. G. Jones and others, vs. W. F.
and Sallie Cox, equity of redemption
in 365 acres of land near Newmtead,
to Miss Sallie Cox, for $2,475.
D. M. Taylor and others, vs. M.
Lipstine homse aud lot on west Lib-
erty street, to Mrs. Kate Bamberger,
for $600.
D. B. Owsley Ex'r. vs. Isaac
Phelps, 43 acres land on Madison-
ville road, to L. W. Boyd, at $260.
II. NV. Crabtree Adm'r. vs. 308e-
phine Dulin and, others, about SS
acres of land near Crofton, at $246.54
to B. NV. Crabtree.
John S. Johnston and others, vs.
Lucy H. and Geo. H. Davenport,
1-12 acres land near Crofton, for
$1,326.40.
Mary B. Leavells' Adm'r. vs. Heirs
and creditors, a house and lot on
Jesups• Avenue, Hopkinsville, tot).
S. Brown, for $400.
An Epidemic of Bloody flue.
Last summer the flux raged here to
a fearful extent. About live miles
north of here at the NV hiteside grave
yard there was five victims of this
dreadful disease buried in one day.
The doctors could do nothing with
the disease. When my family were
taken, I went to Walter Brothers, of
Waltersburg, and told them the situ-
ation. They said, give Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhcea Remedy,
that they had sent out several hun-
dred bottles into the infected district
and "every day we hear how this
medicine is curing them. So far we
have not heard of it's failing :n a sin-
gle instance." I went to giving it
and could soon see the good effects
and a cure was the result. Anyone
in doubt about these facts may write
to me.-L. C. ELLis, Rock, Pope Co.,
Illinois. For sale by all druggists.
WON THE FIGHT.
The State Line Subsidy Voted in Hen-
derson by a Good Majority.
A telegram from Henderson says:
One of the largest votes ever cast in
this dietrict was polled yesterday on
the subscription to the State Line
railroad company. Unusual inter-
est was manifested, but the election
was orderly. The majority for the
State Line was 388. President Sneed
is happy, and all the friends of the
enterprise feel that the battle is vir-
tually over, and that we will have a
railroad to Bowling Green, thence
south to Chattanooga at no distant
day.
Cholera infaututu has lost its terrors
since the introduction of Chamber-
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. When that remedy is used
and the treatment as directed with
each bottle is followed, a cure is cer-
tain. Mrs. ' Fanny Lauderdale, of
Pope Co., Ill., says it cured her baby
of cholera infautum and she thinks
sated its life. A. NV. Waiter, a prom-
inent merchant at Waltersburg, Ill.,
says it cured his baby boy of cholera
Mantua) after several other remedies
had tailed. The child was so low
that "lie seemed aintiust beyond the
aid of human hands or reach of any
medicine," but Chantherlain'm Colic,
Cholera and DiarrInea Remedy cured
him. 25 and 50 cent bottles for sale
by all druggists.
••••
Mr. A. J. Holland, of Jackson
county, and Miss Ida Young, of Hall
county, (la., both deaf mutes and
graduates of the State Academy for
the deaf and dumb, eloped yeetet-
day and were married in Gainesville.
l'areutal objections necessitated this
step. The magistrate submitted the
questions in writing and received the
responses in the same way, after
which he handed them a piece of pa-
per upon which was written:
"Whereas, teich of you has agreed to
live together in the holy state of mat-
rimony, I pronounce you Man and
wife." This same was repeated
orally to the witnesses.
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The Chief Reason for the marvelions sei-
ses* of Hood'. sissisperille Is found In the fact
that this n.edielne actually accomplishes all
that is rie,luefi f..r It. Its rest merit has won
Merit Wins.ro Hood's 
manaparilia
popularity and sale
LOTTERY LUCK.
it oth or Big Chunk Said 10 Have Gone
to McLean county-eface
Brack et t's Money.
The Owensboro Inquirer says:
It is reported that a McLean
county termer named lieu Green,,
living In the Aeheyburg neighbor-
hood, drew *15,000 recently in the ,
Louisiana State Lottery. If this is
true it makes the second lueky strike
McLean county within the last
year, Jack Barrett, of Calhoon, hay-
lug also drawn $15,0110. Green like
Brackett, Was a poor man.
It is said, hy the way, by Nome who
know him well, that Bracket l's mud-
den ly acquired wealth is not doing
him much good, and that he is being
plucked on ever eide. He is an ig-
norant fellow who Ilse never had a
chance to post himself about hand-
ling money, and is buying whatever
takes hie fancy, at ridiculous prices.
The gentleman in question predicted
that Brackett would soon he as poor
as ever. But Brackett may surprise
the world yet.
FOR THE HOOD
Ma. Resszu, Nelms, of the Or. of llyrick &
Heederson, Fort Smith, Ark., says he.wishas to add
lifitestimony.t.o the thoussods which have already
been given as to Swift's Specific. II, says he de-
rived the most signal benefit from In use to cure
painful hods and sores resulting from Impure blood.
S S S
'Swim's Simeon is a gnat bleamin,g to human-
ity," lays Br. l' E. Gordon, a BS Broad street,
Naahville, Teen., "for it cured me of rheumatism
of a very bed type, with which I had been troubled
for three or four years. B. 85 B. mod me after I
bad exhausted everything else.
'Presume on Blood and Skin Memel maned fres.
Tug , Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
Children Cry
FOR PITCHFR'S
asteria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
IoI
ITC=C 1\2 P-A-1NTY
OF LIVERPOOL.
capital - - - $10,000,000
Assets Ill the United statism . 4,444,774
The Royal Insurance Company has the largest fire
surplus of any company in the world.
Reliable agents at all desirable points throughout the
South.
BARBEE & CASTLEMAN Managers.
General Offi:e 504 Main Street, Louisv ille,
WALTER F. GARNETT, Resident Agent, Hepkineville, Ky.
it iz
DOWN WITH KILRAIN
and down goes the prices in goods at the
Clothing Palace
We arethe acknowledged leaders in the clothingbusiness of Hopkinsville, and are sui-
taining our reputation by
Fair Dealing and Low Prices,
and we have just purchased a large lot of goods at a great sacrifice sale in the east.
We will give our patrons the full benefit of our great bargains. Below we give you a
few of the
SPECIAL BARGAINS
That we were fortunate to secure, but for want of space cannot enumerate them all
IPC101Et,1 I•719r2ES
One pair suspenders, sold everywhere for 25c.
3E" C) X" 101•TRI"Eii
One pair suspenders that are cheapat Soc.
ViNic)i- Cie,ickten
One imitation flannel shirt well worth 75c.
VIC:97C 4C:. CSC, rllt€3.
One Mole skin or flannel shirt good for75c.
Cea-itsis
A genuine flannel shirt worth $1.25.
-F.:7.d. IR. $1.0
One pair shoes well worth $1.75
M"OR $1.50
One suit of summer clothes, fit any man or boy.
FOR $3.30
Will buy an all wool suit worth $5.00
FOR $5.00
We will sell an all wool fast colony suit worth $8.00.
FOR$15.00
We will sell choic3 of any suit in our house. Suits range as high as
$30 00. These ore ganuine bargains.
Furnishing goods and bats at your own price. Our immense stock of
IBL 0 30
At a terrible sacrifice. This is a great clearance sale, and every article has been cut
in price. Call and see for yourselves, No room to quote prices. We gurantee yon
goods cheaper than you ever purchased in your life.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
8.0. JAS. D NAYS.
BUCKNER & HAYS'
ReaiEstate.
inuurar.ce and
Ce'lecting Agency,
Neat h,or to Front Entrant* of
Court 111.ollse,
irophinsville - - By
CITY PROPERTY FOR/SALE.
t•heep lots nest R, It water tank.
The ice house property on 7th street near
Princeton bridge. Will Nell as • whole or In
ions
Two (-onager sod k•la Gn Jesup As nue.
Very cheap.
The J. W. Daniels lot on Liberty street.
win he divided iuto 4 or more lota.
One of the 11 inlet residences in the city, large
lot, house. of eight rooms, all out-buildings,
(runt mud shade treat, on west side Walnut
street Terms easy and price low.
One of the moat desirable residencies on seat
7th street. large lot, 2 alleys, 8 room boom,
ont-bni clingx, etc. Priee $3,710.
One of the largest and best appointed reel.
denees on South Main street, with about 14
acre lot, at a bargain.
Seven room house and all out buildings,
cistern and large lot, all in splendid repair,
worth VOW We offer for I2,2u0. Situated on
North Main street.
Four room house and lot.50x10fset,on South
Virginia street at a bargain.
Dwelling, store house and lot, corner 2nd
and Liberty streets-at a bargain.
The an. M. Lewis lot on Ninth street,
1103.166 feet, son be divtded so se to make 6 good
business Iota.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining New Era
Wince very stomp.
Four mom house and outbuildings, nearly
new, with one of the finest Ionian mouth Main
street. A bargain.
Three very desirable residence lots on mouth
Main street, one of which is well improved
or will senses whole, with about kV feet
Mats
Acre lot with improvements on south shit
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PROPERTY
A cheap So acre farm, well improved, near
Pembroke.
1711% acre farm. fine *oil and good Improve-
mente, near Church Hill, on • public road.
Fine MO acre farm near Belleview, rich
bottom land, good timber, and splendid im-
provenienta.
264 acre farm, with brick dwelling and other
good Improvement*, between Cox Mill road
mud Canton pike. Only Smiles from sit;.
140 acres land each side Cox Mill road, near
city limits
The old Pryor Fears farm of 233 acres, 1
miles north-sooner city, improved and well
watered, at • bargain.
96 acre farm. woll Improved, % of a mile
north of Pembroke.
162 acre farm, finely improved with splen-
did custom mIll, 34 miles front Pembroke,
will sell at • bargain.
Flue farm of 240 acres, adjoining Gentlest.
Springs tract and extending to depot. farm
well improved, with 1SU acres under good
fence, with plenty of good timber and water.
4 room house, two tenements, barn, stable
and orchard. tiood for wheat, tobacco or
stock farm and at a bargain.
269 acre farm at Friendshie, Cald-
well county, with 10 room house and
all other necessary improvements.
406 acre farm near Garrettaburg. Land
first-class and farm well improved. Every-
thing In good order. Price. sr7zoo, 3ne-third
cash, balance 1 and 2 years at 6 per cent.
350 acre farm on Tobacco road, between
Pembroke and Barkeep Mill. well improved
and well watered Will divide into two
farms,160 and 20U acres, giving dwellings on
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 acres with dwellitg, barn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard, 1(1 miles east from city, and
three miles from Furguson's Store for MI;
The finest( little farm. 135 acres, well Im-
proved, on I. A. & T Railroad, between Oak
Grove and Douglass Station, in Chrietlian
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling of 5 rooma, tobacco
barn, and soil equal to any in the Co.
160 acre farm known as the Reuben Bollin-
ger place, 2 miles from Pembroke. Croe of
the best improved farms in the eounty and
land very line. • bargain offered In this
property.
FOR RENT.--Cotta.ge on Jesup
Ave. $8 per month.
The D. T. Carter 441 acre farm, one of the
finest In South Christian. Has every neces-
sary eubetantial improvement including Of.'
chard. one mile from Elmo and only three
miles from Railroad Depot. To is. avid for
Iluclilladays
Christian Circuit Court
J. R.011110rissam
and > Exparte.
Mary L. lirissam
This day came the petitioners,J. R_Oriesam
and Mary I..(iriseam, his wife, and filed their
expert* petition in the office of the Clerk of
the Christian Circuit Court praying that the
court would by decree empower the said Ma-
ry I.. tiriasim to use, enjoy, sell and convey
for her own benefit any property she may
own or hereafter acquire free from the debts
and claims of her Raid husband, to make con-
tracts. sue and be sued as a single woman,
and to trade in her own name and to dispense
of her property by will or deed. It is ordered
that a oopy of this order be published in the
entncky New Era, a newspaper published
In Boulders-Me, Kentucky, the length of
time presser-flied by law. Given under my
hand as clerk o Christian C I mutt Court this
Aug. 13th. mtte. C r MVO M. Stowe, Clerk.
A copy attest:
C. 111 Brows. Clerk.
Landes di Clark attorneys Am petitioners
"GOLSD"HANI DR SF" ,ILSVER,"
AT "THE RELIABLE" CLOTHING AND SHOE COMPAN Y,
1V/L. ELALIVIKIMLIA'S
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY WE WILL SELL OUR
Gold Laundried Shirts for
" Un laundried
Silver Launoried
" Unlaundried
C 6
C6
M
MED
1M1
We will also continue our Grand Clearance Sale and quote she following Clearance prices.
To clot b our hats and furnishing goods we
almost
Dive Thom Aw ay
Although WC have had an
Immense Sale
Our Shoe Stock
is a little
Broken,
but we can yet size any-
one in men's shoes at
prieesthat cannot be
on these goods we In:. c yet enough in stock
IL) supply some retailers in their
First of %soil Stoct• I Ladies shoes at $1.00,
Choke of any of our $2.50, 3.00, 3.50, 1.10, 1.25 and 1.65,
-1.00 and 150 stiff hat in the house for termer price $1.25, 1.40,1.75 and 2,00.
Misses' and Children's$2.48. •
Underwear, Shirts, collars, cuffs, handker-
chiefs, and flannel shirts all go at
ClearancePrices.
SHOES
- T-
CI:ARAN:: PRIM.
$1.09
86
86
69
The balance of our stock of
Fine Clothing
Must and will be sold within the
Next Ten Days
and to accomplish this end we offer
Extra Inducements
Suits at
Former price was $20.00, 22.50, 25.00,
27.00. Suits at
101..COC)
price $17.00, 17.50, 18.00 and
18.50. Suits at
Former
*At-
Former price $14.50, 15.00, 15.50, 16.00
and 16.56.
WARM WEATHER CLOTHING
Aipaccas, Drab *Detes, Silk Pongees, Serges
and Linens all at clearance prices.
"The Reliable" Clothing & Shoe Go., -
Ic
Iv it doesn't rain the Hopkiusville The Inquirer claims that Owens-
will Republican will make it. appearance boro spends $1,000 per month for lot-or
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Back ache, kidney pains weak-
ness, rheumasism. and muscular
pains RELIEVED IN °NZ sisters
by the CLITIet'ad A rtTI.PA I le
FI.Awriot. the list and only inatantantlewi
5.
rester than is.t of any other blood purifier.
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The circus is the topic of conversa-
tion among the small boys.
WANTED-TO buy a copy of Lone
Powers. Call at this office.
Twenty-five Jereey and Grade Jet- i
sey milk cows and heifers for sale. Tit C t
d eodarav tf. W. F. PArn
Mrs. M. C. Vickere desires pupils The Blumenstiel Carriage Co., hai e
 
 
for piano, Stuttgart method. several go•xl secoud-hand buggies,
itepkoisvine as L. P. Guthrie, of Gracey, has takeu which they will sell at extra bargains
a position with Alex Gilliland's dry for cash.
goods houee.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. W. M. John-
son, of this city, Tuesay morning,
au eight-pound boy.
Mr. \V. T. Bonte is having exten-
sive improvements made on his resi-
dence on north Main street.
Dr. Ware has removed his family
from Dixon and will again occupy
his residence on East 7th street.
Mr. David Bowles, of crofton, aud
Miss Lenora Long, daughter of A. II.
Loug, will be married to-night, at
Crofton.
Mrs. M. ('. Vickers, assisted by her
vocal class, will give 'a concert at an
early date. The exact time has not
yet been agreed upon.
The Sunday school classes of the
First Presbyterian church enjoyed a
picnic in Johnson'e Grove one mile
north of the city to-day.
Edward Kilkeny, of Padueali, fell
from a wagon loaded with brick on
which he wan riding and the wheels
paseing over his head killed him in-
stantly.
Rev. Miss E. E. Bartlett, of Madi-
son, NVisconsin, will began a ernes of
meetiugs at the Uuiversalist church
Monday evening. The public are invi-
ted.
l'rofs. MeCormick and Winn
opened their school Monday in the
old bank building cor., Main anti 5t11.
streets. The attendance is very flat-
tering.
Master E. Illumeneteil has taken a
position with Mr. Grau. He is a
polite and deserving young man and
will no doubt give satisfaction to his
employer.
Mr. J. li. Yancey raised ou his
farm near the city, two watermelons
w hich weighed 112 pounds, rilfd he
says it wasn't a very good year for
watermelons either.
Mr. Bivens and Miss Mayer, of
Todd county. and Mr. W. II. Starks
and Niles Mary D. Williamson, of
Guthrie, were united in marriage in
Clarksville Monday.
County Superintendent Renshaw
informs us that Prof. Jno. L. Winn
has been elected critic for the Chris-
tian County Teachers' Association.
The vote was unanimous in his favor.
Morris Ellis and Gid Gooch will go
to Nashville this week to take posi-
tions with their former employer,
Mr. N. B. Shyer. Beth are good
business boys and will leave with the
best wishes of numerous friends.
Negotiations for an important sale
of real estate are pending. If the
trade is consummated the city of
Hopkinsville will be greatly bene-
fitted. The names of the parties are
withheld for good reasons.
Mr. W. F. Randle lias resigned his
position as assistant pottinaster of
this city. During the eix years' of his
term he hae done good and efficient
work, and the deaartment here will
not be able to fill his place easily.
Dr. J. C. MeDavitt, a graduate i.f
Vanderbilt Dental College, a young
man of energy and much experience,
is in the city with a view to locating
In the event he decides to remain,
Hopkinsville will be the gainer by
much.
Alice Riley, the handsomely bred
mare recently purchased by Mr.
Henry Abernathy has dropped a tine
colt by Almotater since her arrival.
The colt is as well bred as its mother
and both are very valuable animals.
Dr. B. S. Word has entered Nora
G. in the 2:•.!7 class trot at Bowling
Green. Mr. Jae. Medley has also
entered lax 3 year old colt Dr. W. iu
one of the races. We predict some
winniugs for the Hopkinsville entries.
Persons knowing themselves In-
debted to me by note or open account
for Fertilizer will please call and set-
tle at once, I am forced to settle up
my businees._ D. A. TANDY, Agt.
w4t.
The chairman of the state board of
health has added Dre. J. L. Duliu
and F. M. Stites to the local board of
this city, and has forwarded their
commissions. This is a wise step
and his selections are equally wise.
Prof. S. L. Frogge, of Lafayette, is
a Democratic candidate for superin-
tendent of common schools of Chris-
tian county. Prof. Frogge is au
educator of wide expert+ nee and
would no doubt make a very satis-
factory officer.
That was a master stroke au the
part of the Driving Park Association
iu engaging l'ruf. Hadden for a bal-
loon ascension and parachute jump.
The idea catches the country peo-
ple who will come iu crowds to wit-
ness this feature of the opening day.
The following officers were elected
for the month of September at tlw
meeting of young peoples religious,
social and literary society, held
Thursday evening: W. L. Thomp-
son, President; Jerry Tobin, Vice-
President ; Lucy Campbell, Secretary.
South Kentucky College threw
open its doors to a large number of
students Tuesday morning and began
what ts to be one of the most prosper-
Otis terms in the history of this well
established institution. Many young
men a ladies from neighboring*
states 1.. matriculated.
Miulieoleville Hustler: Dr. J. A.
Southall, a prominent physician of
Hanson, will in a few days leave for
Hopkinioville where lie will wake his
future home. He has been quite
successful in his profession and leaves
many friends in the county. We
sincerely wish him great success in
his new field of labor.
Dr. J. W. Lillard being satisfied
that he is ineligible to the office of
coroner of Christian county by rea-
son of not having resided in the
county the length of time rquired by
laW, Monday tendered his resigna-
tion and declined to qualify. This is
the concluding chapter of the Dulin-
Lillard contest and the former le now
the curouer.
Several gentlemen of known busi-
ness ability and of large means are.,
making an effort to organize a stock
company for the purpose of ereenng
and operating a large plauiug mill
here. They have had two meetings
lately and the prospects for ihe suc-
cees of the new entel•prise are exceed-
ingly flattering. The NEW ERA will
have more to say about it in the
future.
A New ERA reporter in his rounds
through the city this morn-
ing happened into the mamoth furni-
ture establishment of Thompson &
McReynolds. The large building Is
packed from front to rear and from
cellar to garret with ferniture of ev-
ery variety and description, ar-
ranged in the most attractive manlier.
A nnniber of elegant sets of parlor
and bedroom furniture had just ar-
rived and they were of the most ex-
quisite design and workmanship.
Many old soldiers who hail con-
tracted chronic diarrhwa, while in
the eervice, have since been perma-
nently cured of it by Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Maulers' Remedy.
For sale by all druggists.
T H NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHID ST-
Isms Era Printing and Puldishottg Co.
- A TSAI&
.aiwed at the l'...stoChis in
isisheet stage slitter.
Vestrit o rue in fi *. PENNY GOT IT.
,1••••••••=6=••
iho Friday Sept. 6, 1889.
To Subscribers. .
Iteeently we ha.ve
drupptd from our
wtekly subscription
list number of sub-
scribers whose time ac-
cording to our boots
has expired. This is a
rule strictly adhered
tu. Please Look on the
rntaiiiu of your paper
i.1.11k1 at 1:1 when yuur
4 time is out and
 come
up and renow at $1 per
ye,4.r with ticket in
drawaig. Persons see-
ing this notice who do
not now get the paper
regularly, will pleaLe
look up their receipts
or on the margin ot
their last paper and
setkl when their sub-
scription expired.
41 tne (ma e octst13.
Mr. Jahu Reed, of Belleview, was
iu the city Tuesday.
J. E. Meacham, of this city, has
been visiting Owensboro for 'several
days past.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Shyer left last
night for Nashville, where they will
make their future home.
Mrs. M. Frankel and daughters,
Mitoses Fannie aud Sadie, returned
Tueaday night from Cincinnati.
Miss Katie Duncan, who has been
vielting friends in the Sinking Fork
neighborhood, has returned home.
Mime Hellen Wood has returned
from a visit to Clarksville, acconipa-
Med by her sister, Mrs. Alex War-
field.
Jesaie Roberts, of Russell-
ville, and Chriessie Pointer, of Owens-
boro, are the guests of Maj. aud Mrs.
14. R. Crunabaugh.
Marriage License.
Chase McIntosh to Martha Lowlees.
J. G. Eli to Mary llopper.
John Charitou to Ida Johnson.
Chas. Oliver to Minnie Hord.
COLORED.
Jas. Crutchfield to J. Etta Bowles.
e-- -
sem. itextiere and Barrett's United
Shows.
On Wednesday, September 18th,
this unequaled combination of truly
great shows will spread its clouds of
canvas here, and undoubtedly will
draw the greatest crowds ever 'seen In
our place. Either one of these shows
heretofore has been sufficient to
awaken the greatest enthusiasm, aud
the two united will be sure to bring
old and young for miles around to
pee the united attractions of the two
largest traveling exhibitions. Not-
withstanding the enormous expense
the price of admission has not been
i ncreaeed.
Court Ntstes.
The jurors impaneled for the first
two weeks of the present term of the
circuit court are as follows:
M. Meacham, W. L. Gibeon, Adam
Robinson, John Seargent, W. H.
Elgi Frank Pennington, T. J. Davis,
E. W. Payne, J. H. Kleiner, Itubt.
Overton, A. E. Wlue, A. M. Camp-
bell, M. Boyd, Morris Cason, S. I..
Long, W. A. J. Martin, Ben Foster,
Foster McCann, D. J. Bowers, S. H.
Myers, C. G. Layne, Robt. Reeder,
M. W. Davis, David McComb.
The first several days of the pres-
ent term will be donated to the mis-
demeanor rases and criminal matter.
of minor importance. The leading
criminal cases on the docket will be
set for the second week.
A General Tie-ap
of all the means of public convey-
ance in a large city, even for a few
hours, during a strike of the em-
ployes, means a general paralyzing
of trade and industry for the time be-
ing, and is attended with an enor-
mous aggregate loss in the commu-
nity. How much more eerious to
the individual is the general tie-up
of his system, known as constipation,
and due to the strike of the most Im-
portant organs for more prudent
treatment and better care. If too
long neglected, a torpid or sluggish
liver will produce serious forms of
kidney and liver diseases, malarial
trouble and chronic dyspepoia. Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pellets
ale a preventive and cure of these
distarders. They are prompt, sure
and effective, pleasant to take, and
positively harmless.
STRER r RAILWAY.
A Company Beteg Organized Le Oper-
ate an Fleetrie Railway and Furn-
ish Light for the Lily.
At the instance of Mr. S. H. Turner
who is Interested in the organization
of an electric light and street railway
company in this city, Prof. Feary, of
Louisville, the ageut of the Central
Thomson-Houston company, at-
tendad the meeting of the city council
Tuesday to give suchi information
as the council might deeire relative to
the system, plan and cost. Mr.
Turner has succeeded in interesting
several of the wealthiest and most
Influential citizens of the county in
the matter and his indomitable en-
ergy and industry will, It is believed,
overcome every obstacle that is now
, in the way of success. He propoees
to combine electric light and railway
plants by which the cost of operating
each ayst,em will be very materially
reduced. Tie propoeed lines will be
from the asylum out Seventh street
to the driving park and from south
Main street to the city cemetery.
The council is very much interested
In Mr. Turner's scheme and gave him
the closeseattention.
. A True Tonto,
When you don't feel well and hard-
ly kuow what ails you, give B. B. B.
(Botanic Blood Balm , a trial. It is a
fine tonic.
T. O. Callahan. Charlotte, N. C.,
writes: "B. B. B. is a fine tonic, and
has done me great good."ii... W. Thonipson, Damascus, (is.,
: "I believe B. B. B. is the best
1 purifier made. It has greatly
improved my general health."
An old gentleman writes: "H. B. B.
gives me new life and new strength.
If there is anything tnat will make an
old man young, it is B. B. B."
P. A. Shepherd, Norfolk, Va., Au-
gust 101h, 18t18, writes: "I depend on
B. II. B. for the preservation of my
health. I have had it in my family
now nearly two years, any in alf that
time have not bad to have a doctor."
Thos. Paulk, Alapaha, Oa., writes:
"I suffered terribly from dyspepsia.
The use of B. B. B. has made me feel
like a new man. I would not take a
thousand dollars for the good it has
lione me."
W. M. Cheshire, Atlanta, Ga.,
writes: "I had a long spell of typhoid
fever, which at last seemed to settle
in my right leg, which swelled up
enormously. An ulcer aleo appeared
which discharged a cup full of mat-
ter a day. 1 the* Kaye B. B. B. a
SIM and it cured me."
Ellis Whitlock was tined $5 and
cost before the city court yesterday
for biting a plug from his step-
father's jaw.
WANTED-Ten double teams, wil
pay $3.00 per day, two month's work
Apply at once to Ps:Ts; MANION,
wit Crofton, Ky.'
Capt. E. M. Howard has raetigned
from the Clarksville City Guards
and Morris K. Clark has been elected
to succeed him.
Dr. Patton has for sale .12 mare!,
good colors, go•xi size, 4 to 7 years
old, well broke, each is a good farm,
brood and drawing *Lineal.
W. F. PATT0N.
One II. M. T. buggy, only been
used three mouth's, our own make,
tor $55.00.
RIX 11 ENsTl EL CA KM AfiE Co.,
414t W lt.
The case of the commonwealth
atrainst %Vatter Duncan, charged
with the murder of Charles Fleming
has been get for the 13th day of the
circuit court.
Win. \V. Littlefield and Miss Mat-
tie Courtney, of uear this city, eloped
to Clarksville Wednesday and were
married. Pareutial opposition the
cause of the elopement.
II. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: " •Oweu's Pink
Mixture saved my baby'e life while
euffering from diarrhwa and summer
complaint." For sale by all drug-
gist.
The case of the commonwealth
against Renz & Harmon Stanley,
charged with the murder of Col.
Eberling three years ago has been
set for the 7th day of the present
term.
Mr. John Orr, who fell twenty feet
front a second story window while
mak lug some repairs on Mr. F. Ellis'
residence, was not hurt so badly as
was at first supposed. Aside from a
few bruises and a boken finger he is
all right, and will be at his duties
again in a few days.
Squire J. H. Major, of this county,
a recent acquisition to the Republi-
cat' ranks, has received his reward in
the shape of a good fat position in
the revenue service under collector
Friend. He has made up his bond
and will enter upon the discharge of
his duties at ouee.
Ed Whitzell, a brakeman in the
employ of the L. & N. It. ft. Com-
pany, was seriously injured at the
depot Tuesday while coupling a ear.
A car pin was thrown against him
with such force as to knock him
seueeless. In some way his hand
was caught and mashed in a terrible
manner. He received other very
painful bruises from which he suf-
fered great pain. He was taken to
Henderson where his family re-
sides.
The Progress is "tickled to death"
over the fact that Sells Bros. have at
feet decided to show there. We un-
derstand that a guarantee was re-
quired before they would consent to
exhibit, well knowing the that it
would be a dangeroue risk to take
chanees in such a small plaee. As
the show is here first we need feel no
uneasiness in :regard to its getting
lost in the hills and hollows and
grass and weeds and failing to get
out in time.
TOBACCO MARKET.
The niarket this week was active,
but without appreciable advance on
lugs, except on the better grades,
which possibly were a little stronger
while uuedium leaf was strong and
one-quarter to one-half cent higher.
The effect of the prevailing heavy
rains is a problem for future solu-
tion. We quote prices as follows:
hugs common, $1.014 to j1.75.
Lugs medium, 81 75 to mat.
hugs, good, 52 50 to 44.00.
Leaf, common, $3.50 to $4.75.
Leaf, medium, $.5.00 to 117..5n.
Leaf, good, 17 50 to 410 011.
Sales by Ragsdale, CooPer & ('o.,
of 80 hogsheade as follows:
hhds. good and fine $7 00 to
$10 00.
46 hhds. common and medium leaf
4 00 to 6 SO. •
22 hhds. lugs 1 60 to 4 00.
Sales by Abernathy & Long of 06
hogsheads as follows:
ati hint& medium to common leaf
$6 80 to 4 50.
17 hitds. low leaf 4 25 to 3 90.
11 " lugs 3 70 to 1 25.
Sale of 80 hogsheads of tobacco by
Wheeler, Mills & Co., as follows:
29 hlids. good leaf $9 50 to 6 00.
1;5 " common " 5 00 to 3 00.
35 " luge 3 50 to 1 40.
Sales by Gant & Gaither Co., of 56
Mule. as follows:
21 good and med. leaf, $8.2)
to 6 00.
17 blots. eom. leaf, $.5 50 to 4 00.
18 hhds. lugs and trash, $4 00 to
1 00.
Sales by Hanbery & Shryer, of 50
htids. as follows:
20 hlids. med. to good leaf, from
$7 90 to 5 20.
15 hhds. cont. leaf, $4 85 to 3 75.
15 'aids. lugs, $2 75 to 2 25.
Ten thousand dollars in new, crisp
bank notes from the Louisiana State
Lottery were paid to three lucky peo-
ple. One of the lucky ones, Mine. J.
P. Decomler, of No. 52 N. Thirteenth
st., held one-fortieth of a ticket and
got $5,000 in, bank notes, and the oth-
er, No. 62,311, was held jointly by.
John Kleiber, a blacksmith whose
shop is at 18421. Tenth st., and Lud-
wig Wagner, who works for Otto
Repp, a pretzel baker, at No. 1719
Mervine irt. All parties are elated
over their success. They each sent
$1 to M. A. Dauphin, New Orleans,
La.-Philadelphia (Pa.) Item, July 6.
Read and Ponder.
The following letter is published
for the benefit of those alleged busi-
ness men who "don't belieVe 'in ad-
vertisin' no how." It is just oue of
OLAsiX, FLA., Aug. 31„, 1889.
Messrs KraVer Harrip.-Dear
Sirs.-Please find enclosed mouey
order for $4.00. Send two gallons of
your four year old whisky as advert
tieed in the W I. Y KENTee•WV
NEW ERA, and if suitable you wilt
hear front us again.
Respectfully yours,
Box 364.
The Corning comet.
It is fancied by a grateful patron
that the next comet' will appear in
the form of a huge bottle, having
"Gotden Medical Discovery" in-
ecribed upon it in bold characters.
Whether this conceit and high com-
pliment will be verified, remains to
be seen, but Dr. Pierce will continue
to send forth that wonderful vege-
table compound, and potent eradi-
cator of disease. It has no equal in
medicinal and health-giving proper-
ties, for imparting vigor and tone to
the liver and kidneys, in purifying
the blood, and -through it cleansing
and renewing the whole system. Foe
scrofulous bunion+, and consumption,
or lung ecrofula, in its early stages,
it is a positive specific. Druggists.
We know of no mode of treatme4t
which offers, to sufferers from chronic
diseases a more certain hope of cure
than that which is comprehended In
the use of Ayer'm Sarsaparilla. For
purifying and invigorating the blood
this preparation is unequaled.
•
Frauchime to S.
H. Turner anti Assoclates.
Who Agree to Ite4iii the Work of
ConeiruetIng Street Railways
Within one 'Year.
A special meeting of the city eoun-
II held Wedneelay at the usual place
as for the purpose of considering
the advisability of granting a fran-
cium. to s. H. Turner and his mow'.
ate,' for tht construction and opera-
tion of street railway and electric
lights. Mr. 'I urner was before the
Council in the interest of the propomed
eonipany at the regular meeting on
Tuetelay night but other matters of
}inportance being under discussion, a
!pedal meeting was arranges' for the
t•onsitleration of his enterprime.
Every member was in his seat and
all were disposed to look w ith favor
Nein Mr. Turner's scheme. Prof.
Feary, an expert electrician and
agent for one of the largest compa-
nies iu the United States, was on
hand to explain the system and plan.
:Mr. Turner asked in behalf of his
associates the exclusive right and
privilege to erect polls and posts and
to string wires on same and to erect
all other necessary machinery, fix-
tures and apparatus essential to the
successful operation of electric lamps,
motors or street cars. He further
asked the exclusive privilege to lay
tracks, switches, turnouts for street
railroad in and along all streets and
alleys of this city, the same to be
operated either by electric or animal
power or both AS may be thought
best by Turner and his associates.
Au ordinance granting the fran-
chise asked for was drawn up and af-
ter some discussion passed with the
,following conditions aud Restric-
tions:
That the electric light plant shall
be of sufficient capacity to supply the
city of Hopkinsville and the citizens
thereof with all the light the city and
citizens may require or demand; the
same to be erected and put iuto oper-
ation within twelve months from the
adoption of ordinance. At least two
miles of street railroad to be erected
and put into operation within two
years from adoption of ordinance.
In case the foregoing considera-
tions are not complied with, or if
complied with thereafter, cease to be
operated, the franchise grauted to
cease. All rights grauted to cease
twenty-five years from date of adop-
tion of ordinance. Now that Mr.
Turner and the gentlemen whom he
has interested iu this matter have
the franchise it remaius to be seen
what they will do. The first great
obstacle lots been gallantly overcome
but there are still others to
be met. From our knOwl-
edge the different men who
are at the head of the movement we
yel safe in asserting that their cour-
age and energy will lie equal to the
work which they have undertaken.
They are men of means who have
never known the word fail, and their
names when made public will inspire
.contidence in the enterprise which
they propose to carry through.
Mat McCabe, of New Brunswick,
III., offers to pay flve dollars to any
person troubled with bloody flux,
who will take Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy ac-
cordiug to directions and does net
get well in the shortest possible time.
One half of a 25 cent Liottle of this
remedy eured hini of bloody flux,
after he had tried other medicines
and the prescriptions of physitiane
without benefit. Mr. McCabe per-
fectly safe iu making this offer, as
more than a thousand bottles of this
remedy are sold each day aud it late
never heeu known to full in any case
of colic, cholera morbus, dysentery,
diarrhuia or bloody tlux, when the
plain printed directions were fol-
lowed. For sale bv H. II. Garner.
Aecounts Allowed.
Very little was done at the last
meeting of the city council. After
the reading of the minutes which
were approved, the following ac-
counts and pay rolls were examined
and allowed:
Jordan Barker, feeding prisoners. 17.110
Gas Co., gas, 104.75
• 66. 16 
• 1.45
Roach & Weill, horse, 212 fe
Railroad, freight on horse, . 12.211
Burney Nutriment, work, 16
Nat Henry, work, ... . late
Toni Bacon, work, . Din
W. P. Titus, repair poll books,  1 •..i5
Pay roll, street work, „ ... 467.30
Fire Company. 55.ni
There was a terrible epidemic of
dysentery and bloody flux in Pope
County, Illinois, last summer. As
many as five deaths occurred in one
day. Messrs. Walter Brothere, of
Waltersburg, sotd over -380 ',office of
Chamberlain's Colie, Cholera and
DiarrInea Remedy during this epi-
demic and say they never heard of
it's failing in any Case when the di-
rections were followe•e wyi the
only medicine uaed that did cure the
worst cruses. Many perilous were
cured by it after ,the doctors had
given thein up. 25 and 5o ceut bot-
tles for sale by H. B. Garner.
Lessons Learned hy .Age.
The Courier-Journal says: It
seems certain that Sonny Feland
would like to kick and kick vigor-
ously at the manner in which dis-
trict attorney Jolly , coquetted with
him, but Daddy Feland put a check-
rein on the young man's impulse,
and the latter is making a noble ef-
fort to keep quiet. When Feland,
film, has trodden the thorny paths of
politics as long as his sagaeious sire,
he will understand better than now
the value of those virtues-11=0U.
and forbearance.
W01111111leli Work.
There is no end to the tasks which
daily confront the' good housewife.
To be a successful housekeeper, the
first requisite is good health. How
can a women contend against the
trials and worriee of housekeeping if
elle be suffering from those distress-
ing irregularities, ailments and
weaknesses peculiar to her sex? Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription le a
specific for these disorders. The
only remedy, *old by druggists, tin-
der a positive guarantee from. the
inauufacturers. Satisfaction guar-
anteed in every ease, or money re-
funded. See printed guarantee on
bottle wrapper.
_
In a Fit of Melancholy
A telegram front Henderson says:
Joseph Fisher, a sixteen-year-old boy
living about nine miles from this
eity, wag found dead in a barn near
his home yesterday, having hanged
himself in a fit of melmicholy.
IAdies, front all the diseases from
which you especially suffer, from all
the weakness-physieal and mental,
which tortures you, from your ner-
vous prostration and bodily pains,
there is relief in Brown's Iron Bitters.
Many ladles now living healthy, hap-
py, lives, having been freed front
chronic difficulties peculiar to their
mex, who bear cheerful testimony to
the value of this soverign remedy for
mental and physical suffering; this
sure cure for nervous depressioh and
bodily weakness known as Fentale
Complaints.
Paint Your Houses.
• Buy the Celebrated Sherwin Wil-
lie:nos Paint. We have a full stock.
We are the only authorized agents
for the above goods In this county.
w3te FORBES & BRO.
MRS. LAURA C. HOLLOWAY.
Death of an Estimable Old Lady of
Henderson, Mother of Mrs. Judge
Jo. McCarron.
At her home near Henderson,Mon-
day aftentoosi, Mrs. Laura C. Hollo-
way, mother of Mrs. J tinge Jo Meter-
roll, of this city, died in the seventy-
tifth year of her age, from the effects
of a cold coupled with feebleness of
age. Of her the Owensboro Messen-
ger says:
Mrs. Holloway was the daughter
of Col. Peter F. Smith, who died in
this city many years ago. She was
born at Mancheater, Va., front which
place she came to Kentucky with her
pareats when sixteen years of age.
Owensboro, to which she came, was
her home, until her marriage to the
late John (i. Holloway, of 'lender-
mon county, wheii twenty years of
age.
From the day of I.er removal to
the Holloway homestead until her
death-a period of fifty years--alie
was the gentle dispenser of a gra-
cious anti wartn-hearted hospitality
that always hailed the coming guest.
Not only was she hospitable, but in
the social circle lier conversational
powera, tlje elevation and purity of
her sentiments, and her kind and
genial manner won all hearts that
knew her. Her charitibs were gen-
erous, constant and wide-spread. In
all the relations of life, as daughter,
wifeonother, aist and friend, she
was faithful, loving and beloved.
Joining the Methodist church when
sixteen years of age, she exeinplitled
and adorned christianity by her life-
long meekness and devoted chilli-
tianity.
A large circle of kindred In Hen-
derson and eurrounding counties are
bereaved by her death Her husband
died many yeais ago. Five sous and
two daughtere survive.
11191.0/IPTI: AFFAIR.
The Dance at Anderson's Hall Well
Attended and Moch Enjoyed.
The impromptu dance given at An-
deraou's Hall Tuesday evening was in
every respect a success. The music
furnished by Mike's band was of
course excellent, and the floor,
thought uewly laid, was smooth and
well waxed. The crowd was just
large enough to comfortably fill the
hall and was thoreughly congenial.
There were several visitors present
who contributed to the pleasure of
the evening. It was two o'clock ere
the last couple departed from the
hall. Those in attendance were:
Mimes l'oynter, Owensboro; Jeissie
Roberts, Russellville; Birdie Willis,
Clarksville; Carrie Fletcher, Louis-
ville; Miss O'Brien, Lafayette; Lula
Winfree, Mary Radford, Mai Fuqua,
Julia Venable Mary Wartield,
Mary Barbour, Mary Clark,
Gentle Wallis, Annie Tandy, Jennie
Winfree, Suie Tandy, and Messrs.
James and Harry Ware, Henry
Tautly, Terry Fuqua, Canton, Ilarry
Bryan, Jim Cooper, Frank Bell, J
Green, Alex Cox, Tiuy Cooper, of
Lafayette, Oewin Steinhagen, Kay
Grundy, Harry Tandy, Chas. Ander-
son, Itob't Johnson, Jack NVarfield,
Starling Thompson, Clarksville ; John
Boddie, Lafayette, John Burnett,
Walter Campbell, Emmett Cooper,
Jouett Henry, Homer Prince, Bryan
Hopper.
Dr. and Mrs. Hardin, Georgetown,
Ky., M re. Kate Tandy.
To BE LAID LoW.
A Prominent Pont iiian Says Foraker
Win he Knifed in this Campaign.
WAstiiNoToN, D. C., Sept. 4.-Fo-
raker is to be knocked at, said a
prominent politi.dan, "and some of
the leading Ohio republicans will
help the democrats to do it.
"What do you mean General "
asked your eorrespondent. "Exactly
what I said," returned the General.
After much persuasion, and the
promise that Ids name should not be
tined, the gentleman agreed to tell me
his reasons for making the aseertion.
He said: "You are probably awa:e
that the Ohio crop of would-be-great-
men has for some years been largely
in excess of the demand, and conse-
quently the state is full of that class
of men and the most of them are re-
publicans. Foraker has been In the
way of these fellows for some time
and they recognize the fact that if he
is again elected governor there will
be no keeping him down; he will
either demand to be sent to the sen-
ate or supported for president. They
have decided that the easiest way to
get rid of him is to help the demo-
crats defeat him, and to that end the
wires are being laid. Murat Halstead
and Richard Smith, of the Cincinna-
ti Catzette are in the plot, as is alit°
Senator Sherman. I do not &seen
that President Harrison is helping
theme men +lomat Foraker, but I know
that he iticognizaut of their plans and
hus made no objectione thereto. lle
probably' would shed few tears to see
Violater put in a position that would
make hint all impossibility in the
race for the presidential nomination
n 1892."
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Browneville, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pluk Mixtdre' wil-
regulate the bowelie7- better than auyl
thing lie ever used. F'or teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggists.
-411,
The Majority Growing.
FRANKFORT, Sept. 5.-Returns on
the proposition to call a Constitu-
tional Conventiou from tlfty-five
counties in their alphabetieal ar-
rangement front Adair to Jackson
inclusive, show footings entitled to
vote 139,475; voting for the conven-
tion 81,823, a majority for the conven-
tion of 12,446. As the court proceeds
the majority for the proposition in-
creases and it is estimated that the
meaeure has carried by a larger ma-
jority than that of 1887.
For lowest prices in school goods go
to Rogers Elgin's new drug store.
5,000 handsome picture cards to be
distributed among purchasers of
school supplies.
Louise Gaff, a handsome aud ac-
complished young lady, the sixteen-
year-old daughter of Peter Ufa, a
proaperone young farmer living three
milee from Ei•aneville committed
suicide Itionday night by jumping
into an old abandoned well on the
farm. She was missed when the
family arose ',text morning and as of
late she had been melancholy and
threatened suicide, a search Wait in-
stituted and her body found.
Do not be induced to take some
other preparation when you call for
Hood's Sarsaparilla. Be sure to
get Hood's, which is peculiar.
The American Humane Associa-
tion will hold its annual convention
in Louisville, September 2.5t1t, 1.41th
and 27th. Reduced rates are given by
the rallroadi+ and hotels to those who
wish to attend.
Ayer's Ague Cure acts directly on
time liver and biliary apparatum, and
thrives out the malarial poison which
inducen liver complaints and bilious
disorders. Warranted to CUM or
money refunded. Try it.
-
Linny, the infant daughter of Mr.
Harry Buckner died at his home
near Longview, Wednesday morn-
ing. The remains were brought to
this city for interment.
THE STATE MAGUE
Of -Connuercial Clubs Meet at Louis-
ille for the Transaction of
Businees.
Yesterday's Courier-Journal con-
tained the following report of the
state league of commercial clubs
which has just closed at Louisville:
The first /Loftus' meeting of the
commercial league of Kentucky was
held at the rooms of tit commercial
club, yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
There was a good attendance, and the
greatest interest was taken in the
proceedings. The meeting was called
to order by First Vice President John
S. Morris. Secretary Allmon(' then
read the laws governing the league,
after whielt the chair stated that a
call had been sent out by the execu-
tive committee to momt of the coin-
inereiai bodies in the state, and had
received their eauction.
Mr. Bassett, president of the com-
mercial club of Hopkinsville, moved
that the action of the executive com-
mittee be indorsed, which was duly
seconded and carried. Ou motion by
Mr. Allison, of the Louisville com-
mercial club, seconded by Mr. W.
W. Powell, of the Paducah club, the
chair was authorized to appoint an
executive committee of five to super-
vise the arrangements for the con-
vention. The secretary then read
his report, which was encouraging in
the highest. On motion by Mr. Dan-
forth, of the Louisville club, the re-
port was adopted, ordered printed
and sent to the members of the
league. On motion by Mr. Buckner,
of the Louisville board of trade, the
executive eommittee wae instructed
to prepare a letter inviting the
friends of inindgration to attend the
convention. Mr. Howe, of the Car-
rolton club, moved that a special in-
vitation be sent to the county judges.
The motion was amended so as to
leave the matter to the judgment of
the executive committee.
The election of officers for the en-
suing year was then gone into, and
the old officers were unanimously re-
elected as follows: President, Gov.
S. 13. Buckner; first vice-president,
Joltn S. Morris, of Louisville; second
vice-president, John R. l'roctnr, of
Frankfort; third vice-presideut, E.
B. Bassett, of Hopkineville; Angus
R. Allmond, of Louisville, executive
secretary, P. S. Campbell, of Louis-
ville, treaaurer.
The selection of a place to hold the
next annual meeting was then voted
upon, and Paducah was selected over
Hopkinsville by one majority. On
niotion the meeting then adjourned
to meet in Paducah on the first Mon-
day in September, 1890. .
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, Tenn., says: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my child of summer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
A ROMANTIC MARRIAGE.
How Mr. Blvens and Miss Mayes Out-
witted the Old Folks
A marriage took place in Clarks-
ville recently which partook of both
the prosaic and romantic in life. A
Mr. Merin+ and Miss Mayes, au unso-
phisticated couple front Todd county,
had concluded that life without the
other would be an aching void, and
they determined to marry. The an-
imus of the young people was known
to the old folks, aud such a strict
watch was kept upon the girl that she
could not join her lover. But ou last
Saturday, after the shades of night
had gathered and the house was kill
in 'dumber, a low whistle was heard
under the window of the young lady.
In a few minutes she opened the
window and climbed down a rope,
made of bed clothing, and joined her
youthful lover. The two entered a
two-horse wagon, gave whip to the
homes, and started for the Gretna
Green. The night was dark, the rain
fell in torrents and the mud was
deep, but this retarded uot the love of
the young people, and early the next
morning they reached .Clarksville,
having driven ever thirty miles, and
tkey were married Sunday and
started home happy and contented.
Young Johnson, S. & 13. R. it.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
nounce 'Owen's Piuk Mixture' the
best for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
The Henderson Gleaner says:
Mr J. W. Rudy, near Zion, has the
finest crop of growing tobacco to be
found in the county. It is of the
white Burley variety, and is a per-
fect picture of magnificent growth.
It was topped to sixteen leaves, and
the top leaves will meruture near
three feet RI length. Mr Rudy is
justly proud of his crop.
Pimples, boils and (Alter humors
are liable to appear %ellen the blood
get- heated. To cure thetn, take
Hood's Saraaparilia.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Gus Young has on hand a
bran new stock of breach
loading guns of the very
latest styles and from the
best -manufactories in the
world, as Nye!! as all other
kinds of firearms. All war-
ranted first--class in every
way and at bottom prices.
41.twtf
The finest cheapest
and most fashionable
Stationery in the city.
Wyly & Burnett.
Hardware of every kind
can be bought at Gus Young's
on Court street at extremely
low prices,
The largest line of
Slates, School Bags,
Tablets, Inks, Pens, Pen-
cils and School Supplies
at lower prices than
you can buy them any-
where, at Wyly & Bur-
nett's, The Leading
Drug Men
ONLY ONE WEEK.
Our sacrifice sale will
continue this week on-
ly, parties who want
genuine bargains will
do well to call.
PYE, DICBEN & WALL
dtf.
200,000 gun and pistol car-
tridges of all sizes and the
best quality for sale at Gus
Young's.
We cordially invite
you, ladies, to examine
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Give Me a Fair Trial.
Don't let prejudice pick
your pocket; don't let doubt
do you cut of a deal. Those
who try„ will always buy
Dry Goods Notions, Boots,
Shoes, Ha s, Caps and
Furnishing Goods of
Alt: X. GILLILAND.
$8.000 TO LOANi
The llopkinaville Building and
Loan Association Inn+ about eight
thoumand dollars to loan to builders.
Secure a lot and build a home before
winter for your family. Payments
tnotithly, terms easy.
T. W. Lost', J. D. RUSSELL,
Secretary. President.
FOR RENT-
Farm well improved, 10 miles from
town, near the Cadiz road, one and
nne-half miles from Gracey, apply to
N. B. EliNfl'S LS, or
HENRY WALLACE,
a31,deoddtwlmo. Hopkineville, Ky.
Gunsmith's work and re-
pairing of every kind done
on the shortest notice and in
the most durable manner by
Gus Young, • dA:wtf
PICTURE FRAMES.
Go to Gus Young's for all
kinds of picture frames. Pic-
tures framed on short notice
and on the inost reasonable
terins. dtkw-tf
BIDS FOR MEATS.
I will receive scaled bids up to Sep-
tember 7th at 6 p. m.. for one year's
supply of beef and mutton for the
Western Ky., Lunatic Asylum, be-
ginning September 8th, 1889, and
ending September 7th, 1890. Said
beef and mutton to be of best quality
and furnished regularly at asylum
at such times and in such quantities
as the steward may require. To be
weighed at asylum on delivery and
settled for monthly by saki weights.
the asylum to receive it in equal
numbers of fore and hind quarters.
I reserve the right to reject any or
all bids. J. C. BUCKNER,
dtd. Steward.
Go to Gus Young's for your
cuttlery. He has a large as-
sortment, from the finest
“Tade down All at bottom
figu res. • d&wtf
J. W. SLAUGHTER. J. W. MCI'
SLAUGHTER & MrCULLUCH,
Wholesale
'LIQUOR DEALERS
No. MS 51%in street, at Railroad,
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY.
2, 4, 8, 10 and 15 year old Whiskies,
Wines, Cordials, &c.
Prieee Furnished on Application.
Goods always shipped by return
train on day ordered.
SLaunwrzu & McCuLtocff,
Owensboro, Kentucky.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals.
We are authorizes! to announce
GEORGE H. NI DDEN
lei a eamildate for Clerk of the Court of Ap-
peals, subject to the action of the Dcinocnitie
 
Mating pritnary or convention.
& Wollace
Real Estate,
Collectin9 and
Insurance Agents.
We will sell at a bargain
the Higgins lot on the west
side of Clay street, with a
2 story brick • house upon
it, also 3 improved lots on
the west side of Clay street
between 10th and litt.
streetsfronting 57 feet on
Clay and running back 100
feet.
M-10 R ra -A- -Z.- -
One of the most desirable rush' •tict
in the city for sale at a bargain, situ-
ated ou south Main street and is HON 11
as the Sant Fox property.
A first-class business house for sale
on reasonable terms, situated on S.
E. Cor. of 9th and Clay Ste., Hop-
kinsville, Ky. CALMS 44 WALLACE.
A farm of 1Z5 acres, situated miles south
fr  Hopkinsville..Ky , on Cox Mill road.
Improvements COM]. 115 acres cleared and
hi acres timber.
For sale, lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. It. track.
McPherson lots ettuated ou South
side of 15th. St., Hopkineville, Ky.
11 desirable lots for sale. Situated
on East side of Clarkeville St., in
"Hopkinsville, Ky., belonging to the
Wallace heirs, and being a part of
Sharp addition to city of Hopkine-
ville.
A farm of 105 at•res 3 miles East of
Crofton, all limestone land, well
improved, sell at a bargain.
400 acres of land e miles south of
Hopkinsville, Ky., for sale. lin-
provementa good and laud first class.
Terms reasonable.
4 dwellinge on Elln St. for sale.
1 9th. (‘
" Brown " " "
1 " East of Clarksville St. for
sale.
1 dwelling West side of Virginia St.
1 " Emit " "
Building tote well located in any
part of the city.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, homes
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
& Wallace.
Dr- Office in rooms lately occu-
pied by post-office.
Hopkinsvill,- By
FARM FOR SALE!
our line of Toilet Arti- W:!INI
iniiirelity Sept. '4 h. 1.441 at eleven o'clock
II as executors ot the will of Dr. J F
Bell offer for sale at lin litte residence near
cles Perfumery. we Douglas station. one-half of his plaee C011-tattling ZS acres of land. Also two other
t nolo+ of land of Z! and 9 acres. For further
Information, address
c. D. DELL, Bell, Ky.
WINSTON HENRY, Caaky.
know you will be highly
pleased. WI LY & BURNETT.
Another "Buy Out,"
And The Best of Them All.
Mr. N. B. Shyer having determined to close out his
business in Hopkinsville at once to enter the wholesale
jewelry business in Nashville and wanting to convert his
stock of merchandise into ready cash has sold to us his en-
tire stock of Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Furnishings, Trunks
and Rubber Coats at bigger bargains than we have ever
yet, with all our good fortune, been able to buy goods. And
true to the principal of our early business training we will
as we have always done in the past, give these , goods te our
patrons at our regular rate of small profits upon ot.r cost.
We don't do this because w6 are more liberal or bigger
hearted than other merchants, but because we can make
more money this way than by holding the goods at their
full value. And that there is more money in this than any
other has been attested over and over again by the immense
patronage we have had since the first day we opened in
Hopkinsville, A patronage, too. that appreciates the course
we follow and buys our bargains quickly, enabling us to
turn our money over often and to be always ready for the
next slaughter sale that comes along.
To catch bargains is our thought by day 'and our
dream by night. They have been the secret of ' our suc-
cess, the sledge hammers to our competitors and the win-
ning card with our patrons and so long as we continue to
sell Clothing, Boots and Shoes in Hopkinsville we mean to
have bargains on hand if they are to be found on the
American Continent. We think we have the plans laid to
get them, the solid money to buy them and an apprecia-
tive trade to purchase them.
i i T ,9II
is cur motto, with it we propose to shake up this county as
it has never been shaken since the convulsions of nature
upheaved these hills and scooped out these valleys and
Bon't Yot Forgot IL
You are goinc to see livelier hustling among Boots,
Shoes and clothing in Hopkinsville this Fall and Winter
than you ever saw in the whole course of your life before.
Just now we will offer the entire stock of clothing bought
of Mr. Shyer at
One-Half Price.
There are only about 100 suits, Men's Boy's and Chil-
dren's and about 60 overcoats. T.4ey won't last long.
Come early.
The Shoes, we have cut a great many of them less than
half price, read;
18 pairs childrens heavy winter shoes $ 25 worth $ 65
36 pairs women's heavy winter shoes 50 worth 1 00
24 pairs women's kid slippers 25 worth 1 00
12 pairs boy's low cut shoes 50 worth 1 25
48 pairs men's best canvas shoes 50 worth 1 25
36 pairs child's boots 50 worth 1 00
30 paiis old ladies' glove congress sho:?,s 1 00 worth 1 50
5 pairs old la grove button shoes 1 50 worth 2 00
il pairs women's gr. front lace shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
19 pairs women's glo gr. front lace shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
6 pairs kid women's button shoes 1 00 wcrth 1 50
15 pairs Misses kid button shoes 1 00 worth 1 50
18 pairs women's kid button shoes 1 25 worth 1 75
School shoes at prices below anything you ever heard
of. Everything at cut prices. We will sell this winter
women's arctic overshoes for 50c worth $1.25 and all other
rubber goods in proportion TERMS--One price marked
in plain figures---no jewing or dickering.
J. E. Anderson Co.,
Bush's Stand - - Glass' Garner.
The Owensboro,99
For duMragh"17iiiiity.telireganml blyathe W 
ENSBORO WAGON CO.. OWENSBORO"; KI .
ppearatice and lightness of draft the Owensboro farm wagons
carts and drays have tio equal. They are the lightest running wagons in the world. They
are made of the beat air sefoiont•I timber in the country. Every port ion of the wood work is
made waterproof by thcrough I y saturating in linseed oil Every port Ion is thorough-
ly ironed and all gears are double braced wove iron, being used more than on any other
wagon on the market. The bodies are made of the best clear, iseasoned lumber, 4weil braced
•nd painted, bottoms are t•nigued and grooved and will hold small grain In bulk. AU wee
guaranteed For catalogue and prices address. "OWENSBORO WAGON, CO.,OWENSBORO, Kw
South:-: Kentucky:-:Collee g
HOPKINEWILLE, KENTUCKY.
ESL. ircor• Micstki 13.37frapas.
The tali Session will hegin TVESliA Y. ME1"T 10049. This school
 otters first-clat.s
2141t1m aultitice., In English,Stelence. Ancient 14ingusges, Fiench. German, 
-keeping, Mue-
sli- and Art. T•RMM MODEItA'rE. For catalogue giving full information
Address JAM ES E. scoREY, P
rtaisent.
11. G. Fleming.
F. T. Gorman
MERCHANT TAIL
Itl( 1 1\ FDA IIIL t--
Fall and Winter Go
and Fine Trimmings, and invites his friends and the public to mill
guarantees yom the beat tits tind most superior worknumship that
4.11y, at moderate prices.
gait•-(11." K ELLY•S JEWELRY STORE, HOPHINtr
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ESTABLISHED :1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
TM= CI---====1NTS-4 PIANO
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and KurtzmannPianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon all
those who want to inquire about prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH NIXON.
Herndon & Major,
Successors to Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
Tobacco Sa1eem.e11,
Respectfully rolieits the patronaisge of farmers and dealers in tobacco
throughout Christian and adjoining counties. Careful and prompt attention
to all business entrusted to us and all orders executed on short notice. Wehave the best and most commodious house in the West, insuring ailenty of
room, and this enables us to dispatch business promptly.
Open to the world. To be held at the
WEST SIDE PARK. NASHVILLE, TENN.
Commencing MONDAY, SEPT. 16th, and con..
tinuing six days.
120-ir (511111.11.1X11 EN 13311.5,CDCOCL.
Etnrance Free! Space Free! Stalls Free.•
This will Lie the Greatest fair and trotting meeting in the South or West
Reduced Rates
en all railroads and steamboats. All stock exhibited at this fair will be
turned tree on the railroads. Catalogues now ready for distribution.
ADDRESS,
C. II. GILLOCK, Sec'y.,
Rootit t, Baxter Block, Nashville, Tenn.
o wants a pure Whisky for private or medicinal sae ran get it Ar m
& CO , Owensboro, Ky., at prices sullying from $1 Eft to $2 00 perita
e
RA BUILDING,
Kentukey.
given to orders from a distance.
With & Co., hasjust returned from the Kant where he
fine wooien• air fall and winter Parties needing
call and see their stock pefore purchasing elsewhere
Practice In all the courts of the Common-
wealth, the Coart of Appeals and the
United States Court.
Office over Petree & Downer's.
S. M•LTON batty.
OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, UP STAIRS
Will practice- in the courts of Christ isin
and adjoining counties. d&
Caveats, and Trade-Marks obtained, and all Pat-
ent htivine-oi conducted for MOO AAAAA YEE•
Ou.• Orricc is OgeOPTE U.S. P OrriCE
and we can sorure patent in lose Owe than Move
remote from Washington.
Send model. drawing or photo., with descrip-
tion. We advise, if patentable or not., free of
charge. Oar fee not due till patent le secured.
A PAM ITALET. "Hog to Obtain Patents," with
names of at tuft! clients in your State, rouuty, or
town, sent free. Address,
C. A.SNOW & CO.
PENNSYLVAtt!ASI5 S30Host Atta.-hmen
warran'ed 3 years. Buy diiieret
m 
ar
the anufacturers, and only
New 'feebler... Sent.
Send for fir
-viler. end Testimonial&7th 511.1*NCE soussc co,USk ateset, ra
Exclusively for Young Ladies .
The Fall Season Will Open on
I ost Inguished teachers ofthe Ancient II rid
NItsiern Languages are added to the faculty.
Mrs. J u. Haat will preside. Special arrange-
ments may be niwie by ladles not connected
with college for Rd Into the (-lames In
Music, Art, Elocution. Mathematics or the
Modern Language's For information call on
or address the President.
W. RUST, Hopkitocalle, Ky.
LOUISVILLE. KY,
Ms Finest and I.argest note, In the City.
Tin next $400,1011 si this school for boys and
young men will begin
Instruction IS given Ina full rourse of Eng-
lish, Latin. Oreek, bierman. Mathematics
and Book-keeping. Thorough teaching and
strict iliciplIne characterizes the school. Fs)
further information address
J. 0. )'ERRELL, Hopkinsville, Ky.
This well known Tonle and Nervine insetting
great remand:loose • cure for Debility, Dyspep-
sia, and NERVOUS disorders. It relieves all
languid and debilitated conditions of the sys-
tem; strengthens the intellect, and bodily ranoloom
builds up worn out Nerves ; aids digestion ; re-
stores Impaired or lost Vitality, and WM' tack
youthful strength and vigor. It is pleasant to this
i.e., and used regularly bracts' the System agatest
the dtpresaing influence of Malaria.
Price-SLOG per Bottle of 114 OUSCOMe
For Sale by H. B. Garner, Hop-
kinsville, K •
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The dyspeptic. the debilitated. w both.
or from caroms of work of mind or
body, drink or exposure in
Malarial Regions,
will find Tuft's Pills the moat genial
restorative ever of f erod the suffering
in•aild.
Try Them Fairly.
A vigorous body, pore blood. strong
ta.:rt essindsche•rful mind %Ill result.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
ff . B. GARNER Agnt.
13211118r Liverv,Feed & SaleStable
South :damn St., HopitinavIlle, Ky.,
T. lir. 1.-EIP3ICI2,761. 'Prop r.
Buggies, Backs, inevIng and Saddle Horses
always ready. Horses. attd Mules bought and
odd. A COIlirnmiloum stock pen attached.
Teems and drivers furnished to commercial
travelers and others at any time. Provender
of all kinds for at Sets U or la B
Whites and Blacks Engage In a Shoot-
ing latch at New Orleans.
rive Men Badly 1I'outided—Troulde In
Mississippi Which Necessitated
The Calling Out of Troops.
NEw ORLEANS, Sep. 2.--A riot oc-
curred at the Gouldilboro depot yes-
terday between the blacks anti whiten
during which five people, four of
whom were negroes, were wounded.
An excursion train bearing about 5110
negroes pulled in from Baton Rouge,
and it was at this time that the shoot-
ill'grIll'e gstaonr.ies of the row and its origin
differ very widely. The negroes say
that before the arrival of the train
there was a large force of armed white
men awaiting Its arrival, and that
some ten minutes after the train hail
stopped, and after a portion of the ex-
cursionists had reached the street
cars, and while others were still on
board the traina_thebe white men,
without any sort of provicatiou op-
ened fire on the retreating crowd.
The white men's version of the af-
fair, as given by eye witnesses, differs
very materially from that of the ne-
groes. They state that there wereon-
ly some half dozen white men con-
cerned in the affair and that the shoot-
ing was commenced by the negroes
on the train at a white boy named
Burmeister just as the train was com-
ing into the station. Then Wm. Mil-
ler was shot in the face by a negro
as the latter Was getting off the train,
and then it was that B. Miller, a po-
lice officer of Gouldsboro, and broth-
er of the wounded man, attempted to
arrest the would-be murderer. At
this the negroes opened fire on the
whites, and the latter returning their
fire, the shooting became general and
the negroes tied panic stricken from
the scene.
The whites in and about Goultio-
bore Keemed disenclined to talk, and
with the exception of Officer B. Mill-
er and a young man named Ustee,
who seemed to know next to nothing
of the affair.
•
TROISBLE IN MISSISSIPPI.
--
Negroes MaimaIng at Shell NI.. ii isil and
NEW ORLEANS, LA., !Sept. 2.—A
special from Greenwood, Miss., to
the Picayune says: There has been
for the last month a negro by the
name of Cromwell, who has been or-
ganizing, as it was thought, Milan-
ces in this part of the Delta. On
Wednesday of this week a number of
negroes belonging to the Alliance de-
manded that some one else he placed
at the head of the Alliance move-
ment, as they claimed that he was an
ex-convict, and they were afraid to
trust him. This occurred at Shell
Mound, twelve miles nitove here, on
the Tallahatchie river. A majority
of the negroes in the Alliance voted
in favor of Cromwell, and he retained
his position. The next day Crom-
well received a letter signed anony-
mously, with cross bones, skeletons,
etc., ordering him to quit his work
and leave the country, giving him
ten days. He showed the letter to
the negroes, and the same evening
the whites it Shell Mound received a
warning letter from parties of ne-
groes, who signed themselves 3,000
armed men, who said that they pro-
posed to stand by Cromwell, and that
if Ray efforts were made to disturb
him that they would kill, burn and
destroy Shell Mound. About seven-
ty-armed negroes came into town
and talked in a very loud and threat-
ening manner.
The general belief is that Cromwell
wrote the first letter himself and had
it addressed and mailed to hint at
Shell Mound, with the object of ar-
raying the negroes against the whites,
so that the effect would ,be to make
the negroes in the Alliance that were
opposed to him come over and join
forces with the other negroes, but if
such was his object it failed, as they
are still holding out against hint.
Last night our sheriff received Infor-
mation from Sunny Side, fifteen
miles above Shell Mound, that there
were 500, armed negroes who were
massed in the Johnson field near
there, and help was needed. He
wired the governor the situation and
asked for troops, which was respond-
ed to promptly by Gov. Lowry in
person, bringing with him five com-
panies of militia.
Gov. Lowry has sent two companies
to Sunny Stle to report to the sheriff',
who went ujr•there this morning to
see if lie (emid do anything with the
negroes. The steamboat running be-
tween here and Sharkey has just
come in, bringing a number of women
and children. Gov. Lowry cautions
the people to be free front all violence
and not to violate the law in any par-
ticular, but to assist the county au-
thorities to enforce. it. There have
been several reports from the scene
of the trouble this evenitig, one of
which was that the negroes had left
the vicinity of Sunny Side, breaking
up in small bands of twenty or thirty,
and seemed to be
— 
sulky anti mad.
;an Eminent Doctor's Prescription.. 
Dr. C. P. Henry, Chicago, Ill., who
has practiced medicine many years
says: Last spring he used and .pre-
scribed ('larke's Extract ef Flax
!Papillon) Skin Cure in 40 or 50 eases,
and never knew a case where it failed
to cure. "I know of no remedy I can
rely on so implicitly." Positive cure
for all diseames of the skin. Applied
externally.
Clarke's ilex Soap is beet for Ba-
bies. Skin Cure $1.00. Soap 2:5 cents.
At H. B. Garners Drug Store.
A Blow at the White Horse Theory.
JAUKSoN, Micir., 'Sept. 2.—A well-
knowe doctor has just returned from
Michigan Center, a resort four miles
east of Jackson. When he went
there his hair semi white, but he
washed his head several times a day
at a certain place in the lake and his
hair is now as black as a raven's
wing. A red-haired Ifiektion girl had
her locks turned black by the same
process. A company has been se-
cretly forniing to buy the right to use
the lake, build a hotel and start a
resort for red-haired girls and at bite-
haired men, but the partieular place
on the lake'where tile water is taken
which makes this wonderful change
is kept a secret
- es—
Dyapepsia
Makes the lives of Many people mis-
erable, and often leads to melf-dest rue-
Roy. We know of no remedy for
dyspepsia more successful than
Hoed'm Sarsaparilla. It acts gently,
yet surely and efficiently, tones the
stomach and other organs, removes
the'faint feeling, creates a good ap-
petite, curet, headache, and refreshes
the 'burdened mind. (live Hood's
Sarsaparilla a fair trial. It will do
you good.
Trouble in Theatrical Circles
Lot•ISVILLE, KS., Sept. 2.
---John
Macau Icy, the theatrical manager,
got au injunction toWilson'sminstrels
playing at the Masonic Temple next
week. Wilson was booked at Mac-
eauley's but claims Matauley violat-
ed the contract. lie Is billed now for
both places, and will play as the
court directs. The quarrel between
the theatres is a continuation of Oat
over 'Slaty Anderson last year. Ma-
cauley won In the Anderson case, but
public syteleithy was against him.
He seems te hope if beaten now it
)iatter* of Interest in Our Sister Toon
on the County's Border.
l'l;MItltoKE, Aug. 31.—Mr. Will
Carter, of Longview, was in the city
Tuesday.
Thanks to the dry weather and
pleasant mutishine, the farmers got
most of their wheat threshed this
week.
All of our merrhants but Messrs.
W. W. and J. P. ttarnett have adopt-
ed the cash system. al lc w i itg no goods
logo out without the cash is in sight.
Mr. Chas. Russell has been ver
sick for some days past and strange
to say the Salubria eater failed to ef-
fect a cure.
Misses Faunie anti Jennie Bro-
naugh, of your town, have been visite
ing friends in this vicinity for the
inlet tan weeks.
Mr. W. W. Bronaugh has started
up his tobacco factory on a larger
scale than ever with Mr. Chas. Math-
ews general manager and Mr. Ed. G.
Murphey foreman. We wish him
much success.
Mr. J. D. Bronaugh and Miss ‘'ir-
trie Bronatigh are visiting in Trenton
to-dav.
Prof. E. J. Murphy, one of the .old-
est and most successful teachers in
Christian county, opened the Pem-
broke academy Monday. We wish
Prof. Murphy tit- great success which
he deserves. O. II. J.
• Mother Slugularly Notified That Rae
Little it.,; Ilad Drowned.
Two years ago a family named Wil-
liams, consisting of father, mother
and three children, were residing in
Pittsburg. The youngest child, a boy
of 8, more than usually bright and
smart, was especially near to the
hearts of his parents. One afternoon
about this period, as Mrs. Williams
was seated in the rear yard of her
dwelling with a few of her acquaint-
ances, the boy came bounding forward
'to ask if he could go off and play
with a knot of his chums. The an-
swer was given that he could do so,
but must not go near the river, the
Monongahela, which was close by.
Within a few minutes of the boy's
departure ono of the women was
struck with the white compressed ap-
pearance of Mrs. Williams' lips and a
strange look in her face of setthering
concern and bewilderment. She a.sk-
ed if anything Wati the matter, when
Mrs. Williams raised her hand as if to
brush something trent her face, at the
same time saying:
"I do not-know what eras me. There
seems to be a cloud I can't see through
all amulet Inc."
The next instant she threw up both
arms and screamed:
"011, my God: my bay is drown-
ing:-
One of the women said: "Oh, no!
don't think that; it can't be. lie has
only just guile."
With a quick motion the mother
cliasape:a:lboth hands to her side andr ori .
"I tell you Ito is detailed. Ile
caught his two little hands here mid
begged me to save hiut (en of the riv-
er!' then fell back in a dead swoon.
She was teem within her dwelling
and laid on a lied, and restoratives ap-
plied until she recovered, her face
deathly white and drawn into deep
lines of agony. \Vhen again sought
to be cheered by assurances that she
must be laboring under a grievious
mistake, as the boy had not been away
long enough to be drowned, the mo-
ther persisted ill a voice of pitiful tor-
ture:
"My poor boy is drowned! I can
feel his hands claiming me here, as he
begged his mother to save him. Take
niv clothing down and look."
he was stripped to the waist, and,
to the astonisitnbcmlt and speechless awe
of the attendant women, the marks of
ten little fingers—five do each side—
were distinctly visible on the skin in
dark purple streaks, just as would
have been had the boy in his death
struggle caught hold if his mother to
save himself.
Just then seine men came into the
house bearing the dead boy, only fif-
teen minutia before in the full enjoy-
ment of vigorous life, drowned as his
mother had cried. In jumping into the
water the poor little fellow had struck
his body on the end of a sunken pile
and sank to his death.
Strangest of all, the livid marks of
his fingers, imprinted on the waist of
his mother, are still visible, after the
lapse of two years, and were seen only
a few days ago by a lady friend of
mine in Cleveland, when Mrs. Win
lianaipaid a visit to a married daugh-
ter residing near by. The marks are
so plain that any beholder would be at
once impressed with the thcesght that
they had been caused by the actual
grasp of hying hands at a moment of
intense dire extremity. I leave all
comment to others.—W. Whitworth
in Religio-Philosophical Journal.
Catarrh.
After all that has been said, it must
be admitted that changes in the climate,
filth, sewer gets, malaria and what not
have much to do with the production
of catarrh. Even Fifth avenue is so
filthy half the time as to make us feel
disgusted with it. Ottarrh in many
cases is nothing but a filth dis-
ease, amid Dr. Mackenzie, of London,
says that that is the chief cause of
catarrh in the United Stoles. He says
there is no such thing as scavenging
in this country. This is quito true et
some places, but there are towns
where catarrh prevails which are as
well scavenged as any town in Eng-
land. But it is not New York city.
There are cases of catarrh in this city
which are undoubtedly kept up by
irritating particles floating in the at-
ruesphere, carried hither and thither
by the winds, such as horse dung and
fermenting, putrefying substances.
Do not consider, then, that any spe-
cialty by itself will control the situa-
tion. The treatment of the nose may
be well enough where it is indicated,
but where filth is the cause of catarrh,
something more must be done.—Dr.
Beverly Robinson.
A Victoria Dog store.
John Clough, the keeper of the dog
pond, trains every valuable animal
which conies within his jurisdiction,
and ho occasionally instills into
them au intelligence which is almost
if not entirt.ly human. He has had in
his charge for the last ten daysa
nificent mastiff for which he was oil-
((Ted $20, but refused, RS ho thought
the rightful owner might come along
and claim hint. He held long conver-
satious with the dog daily and the seed
of knowledge thus sown did not fall
on barren soil. Tho animal liked his
surroundings and Was satisfied with
his existence and the society of his in-
structor. On. Saturday, however, he
learned from some unguarded remarks
let fall by the chief In conversation
with the sergeant that John was go-
ing to put hint up at auction. Ile
waited his chance and on Tuesdav
morning very early he slipped his col-
lar and, bringing it ladder from the
woodshed, placed it against the high
fence and jumped over into Ito little
garden cast of the hall. When here
ho found that he had another fence
made of pickets to surmount and, be-
ing afraid that if he did not succetd
in clearing it at a bound ho might in-
jure himself, he climbed tip and broke
two of the pickets off. He then got
over quite easily and safely and fled.
1h3 has not been found yet. Any
one doubting the facts herein set forth
Call have them verified by visiting the
city hall.—Victoria News.
Felted iii the Newspaper.
From the Cresco, Iowa, "I'laintiettl-
"er." "as e have never, as our readers
"for nearly thirty years in this county
"can testify, written a 'putt" of any
"patent inedieine. I /lay Its well as in-
"clination impel us to depart front
"this studied to say to our
"readers mei tie. public that, having
"been completely prostrated with a
"violent and ilistreesing cold, after
"three days lighting it with ordinary
"remediets and getting no relief front
"their wits we obtained a bottle of
"Clarke's Extract of Flax Papillon)
"Cough Cure, obtaining Mimed in-
"staid relief and a steady improve-
'ment under its use' Large bottle
only MINI. Ask for Clarke's Flax
Soap. "Best on earth." 2-S cents.
Both the above for male by H. II.
The Ohio Valley People I cry Anxious
for a Line into Nashville.
The Nashville Herald of last week
says: Collirlt. I'. Cole, general attor-
ney for the Ohio Valley Railroad, is
in the city to-day.
The colonel is in the best of spirits.
He hotot given to wild speech and he
has a certain way of keeping his own
counsel till the time is ripe for action;
but Ills evident that he Is pleased
with the prospects of the Ohio Valley
in this section.
To a Herald reporter he *said that
he had just returned from a trip to
EVall8V II le, N here lie had been SU/II-
nioned to attend a conference of the
officials of the road: "It was emi-
nently satisfactory, I may remark, so
far as Nashville is concerned," he
added. "flue management are as
prououneed In their plan to extend
the road here as any set of men lever
saw as to any proposition. They
view the enterprise from a purely
business standpoint. They are con-
vinced that there is a legitimate de-
mand for the road here and that it
will prove a success as business en-
terprise. Every financial arrange-
ment necessary for the prompt cote-
struction of the extension after the
expected action in Tennessee is taken
has been made. There will be no
sort of trouble on that score."
"I have been to Cheatham county,
too," the colonel added.
"And what was the sentiment
there?"
"Highly gratifylug. You can set it
down that Cheatham will do her
share toward getting the road.
"Every encouragement and assur-
ance to that effect was given me by
substantial and representative citi-
zens."
Next Wednesday the recent incor-
porators of the Nashville & Northern
Road (the Tennessee part of the Ohio
Valley) will meet in this city. A
definite proposition from President
Kelsey of the Ohio Valley to Nash-
ville subscribers has been solicited by
Mr. John Woodward, president of the
Nashville Northern, and it is thought
that this proposit but will then be
submitted and the eaTIV AM% for stock
sulacri lit ions open.
'VHF: WRONG 11V4iNI I
ticeensill.• Lady Fire.. a Tramp Out
of Her Hon.! at the MieLtle .4*
us liat iii.
M tilileuberg Ec to says: "An
unusually degraded looking tisane
took in the town Monday. III hit
peregrinations he *toper(' at P. L.
Townes' and called for a cup id warm
cell'ae. Mrs. Townes was alone and
told him she didn't have ally eoffee;
he became angry at this anti cursed
and said he intended to have a cup
of coffee. The tramp had made a
mistake, Mrs. Townes is larger in
courage than in pet son and stepping
back in the room reappeared and
presented a pistol in the face of the
tramp who in him fright ran against
the yard gate, knocking it off the
hinges and not stopping until he had
gotten out of sight of the five cham-
bered persuader and the resolute wo-
man behind it. There would be
fewer tramps if there were more
ladies with the pluck of Mr.'. P. L.
Townes."
frhen Baby was sick w• i„.vs her Clem-St,
When she wfte a Cinil,l, she cried for extorts.,
When she became Muck she clung to Castarla
Ines she bads:we:we s's save theta Cteterie •
Matters or More or Lews M nt
Which have Occurred in Hoot it
Christian.
LAFAYETE, KY., Aug. 31.—Rev.
T. C. Peters and wife, leave Monday
for Logan county to aid in a protrac-
ted meeting at Stevenson's chapel.
Prof. T. E. Peters and wife, left for
Greenville yesterdas , a here he will
teach this session.
The high school opened Monday
with a very fair attendance.
Mrs. Samuel Hester and family.
will leave for Mississippi, Monday,
where they will live in the future.
S. L. Frogge and Uncle Jessie
Stamper are off to-day in Tennessee
on a surveying expedition.
Esq. Alex Baynham, of Rose Hill,
Tennessee, was in our town to-day.
Miss Sammie White, of the New-
stead neighborhood, im.visiting Miss
Emma Cooper this week.
C. D. Hall has returned from a
visit to his mother's, at Nashville.
Miss Alice Barnett and Miss Pryor,
of Trigg county, were in town to-day.
EROS.
Syrup of Figs.
Produced from the laxative and nu-
trious juice of California figs, com-
bined with the medical virtues of
plants known to be the most benefi-
cial to the human system, acts gently
on the kidneys, liver and bowels, ef-
fectually cleansing the system, dis-
pelling colds and headaches, and
curing habitual constipation.
—
Natural Gas In Louisville.
LOI•ISVILLE, KY., Sept. 2.—Natural
gas for use in residences was turned
on for the first time here and a test
made. It has been in use some time
in manufactories. It is used only for
heat. A number of additional fac-
tories will begin using it to-day. The
gas collies from the Brandenburg
fields, forty miles away.
Terrible.
Two-thirds of all deaths in New
York City are front consumption or
pneumonia. The sante proportion
holds for most other cities. Delays
are dangerous. D. Acker's English
Remedy for Consumptior will always
relieve, and may save your life. For
sale by H. B. Garner.
A Lively V/1(16114111,
LortsvILLE, Kr ., Sept. IL—The
Rev. J. B. Pruitt, assistant pastor of
the leading Baptist congregation here,
went tent days ago to the country for
a vacation. While there lie discov-
ered a bee tree and while hue' 'wastak-
ing the honey the beset stung him
very severely. He huts not been able
to be out for several days.
flow Doctors Conquer Death.
Doctor Walter K. Hammond says:
"After a long experience I have come
to the eonelusion t hat two-thirds of all
deaths from coughs, pneumonia and
eonsumption, might be avoided if Dr.
Acker's English Remedy for Con-
sumption were only carefully used in
time." This wonderful Remedy is
sold under a positive guarantee by H.
B. Garner.
Railroad Shope for Lexington.
LExistaroe, KY., Sept. 2.—After
months ef waiting the city of Lexing-
ton has seetired twenty-three acres of
land for a site for the Newport News
& Mississippi Valley Railroad shops.
They are to be built here within the
next eight months.
It is reported here that Bennett If.
Young of the Louisville Southern hae
bought the Kentucky & South Atlan-
tic Railroad, which runs from Mount
Sterling, this State, to a point in Men-
ifee county, and that lie will extend
the same to Jackson, Breathitt coun-
ty.
Tssith the First ern,- et the International Expoaition, Ithr. • lone. Spain, at the Virginia
ESpotiltion, Dirlonosal; et the stplinleh,Espostition, Taricgc...a and el.ss bore off
the rold medal sit lite grand government field trials lit France and TLIII
It Leads All Others and Stands Without An Equal
Every Machine Is perfectly constructed and oil I . I 'nut A.0
bey is reaper ..r mow, r alba sal yourself of the ;actin. of this goat Ilene-vier.
handle
Russell & Co's Steam Threshers and Traction Eaiiines.whk•h I it,,. us, III all psrio sib ie. 31t our rooms. 'hi) :iiid
night, to turi.1•11 ',rifts i,n,t 1441111111/, of all kinds for our, staclithery. We are mg. nis for
It r. gide., • ii.e•ii rfeetl :it ell kliel•sd le r. so.; Noe.] any siee sant,. go% -
crti,ilu balls or le% ers. .% PERK I N s NOM! LI.. Iss.fuot sebned. will supply any
,rdl nary term with pis city I water tor nil the, various puryasses, and the
pries. is as ithin the reach or all. and it is indiapensIble to the wide-
n wnke farmer. call on us bailee j. ,on hap.
IlipkIns' Cor. loth end Main streets IlOPKINSVILLE, KY.
_ 
T. It. C. It, DALIXR. .1. T. Eunsami. W. I. Fli.ASS
Hancock Hallums & C
GRACEY TOBACCO 
-PROPRIET
RS.—WAREHOUST
Special Attention Paid to Sampling and SelHng Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
a. HACNOCK, Salesman. Yir. J. ELY Book—Kp '
 
 DEALER8 IN 
 
Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS,
, Virginia Street, Between Salt and 9th, Hopi:hies-0e, Ky.
We will (invite:ate any monumental work put bp In Catmintuj cnonty by nuy foreigrdealer and disctiunt their prtc front 10 to 2.5 per cent 
.
ELECTRICITYA0 THE VITAL fORCE
ffii•PAN1 Thr'
This is* New and Masterly Medical Treatlae,tand indtrpemtaabbe to every /WISC. 1OLIII..ACED. and OLD MA* who Is suffering trim Weakmees, 1,00. Of illeinCe9.
1=0"
ltepresaion of Spirits, Liver Complaint, Dieesara of the Kiciarys,nd all disease. dependent upon
Accident. /1.xcesses, Folly, Vice, Ignorance, Nervous Deathly, Vital Eabasjt.uc. sad
Bound in leather, full gilt. Price, only one dollar, by mail, sealed In plain wrapper, postpaid.
CONFIDENTIAL Address lissay 1.17 limier, N.D., No. MI Columbus Avenue, or P. Box
Boston, Maas. Prefatory loetare-with numerous tesusnomala from tug% eourvea, five to all.This tall.. only ELECT SO-MEDICO PH TsioLocy ever published, and is absolutely eon:piss,
and period,. lit. invaktabie to all &Meted, as it reaches the very roots and vitals of doers.
EXPERT HOME TREATMENT
POSITIVE •For all Diseases of Men, by the distinguished 5.
!Omar Du Mos?, M. D., who haa DISCOVEREDTHE ELIXIR OF LIFE AND nog TRUE EL 
C URE.sauca OF MANHOOD. may be consulted lastrictest confident...alpinism or by letter,st ha Eleetro.ltsictiouinAnnary, No.3111 Colum to A v.,hoston, Nam.
"I HEARD A VOICE; IT SAID, ',COME AND SEE.'"
mApE ONLY By
He can and will soil you goods cheaper thanany house in town. All goods warraLted tobe as represented. Remember the place,
Gish Building, Corner Main and Ninth
BRYANT 86 STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
"
I, LOUielfiLLE KY.re, lor Carol...vac anti foal ilkfort•eut“,s,
The Owensboro,
anufactured ci tne (IN EN -.Its W.kt 'ON CO.. /WEN14114 )11( I. 1(1
For durability. elegant eppeentnee end lightness. of draft the twentiboro farmearls and drays hate no equal. They are the lIghteet running wagons Pa the cc, lsayes" le of list' best a r seasentect timber ID the teems ry. Every port iflil of the stood ws.rkmade waterprstIII I.% till r0111:111) ioct listing', in linseed oil Every port ion iv' t Non ittgli-ly Ironed and all steers are double brace,' wove Iron, being used more than oti Hurt otherwagon on the market. The bodies aw made s.1 the beat clear, oiroponed ei aniseedand painted, bottoms are tongued and grist% eel tool will hold .41)1411 grain lu bulk
